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PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 22, 1907

VOL. XXII NO.95

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

DEMOCRATIC SiATE MACHINE
BALLOONS GOING
Balloon Beat. ROOSEVEL1 IN MISSISSIPPI SAID OWENSBORO MEN
NORTHWARD FROM SOLICITED FUNDS FROM THE loot1:7,111:tar°beetre',:bzon.,2';a. JEFFERSON DAVIS WAS THE BUY TOBACCO IN
FAVORITE SON OF THE SOUTH THE OPEN FIELDS
START AT ST. LOUIS AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
French balioan making the beet time
tp well
s:: o
afll ath.eCicena;r to the
sabre
city, going 23 miles an hour.

Sighted in Illinois as They
Float Before the Wind During the Night-Beautiful
Sight Witnessed at Forest
Park When They Ascend.

Hon. E. T. Franks Backs Assertions
By Quotations From Democrats
and Democratic Papers.

Springfield, 0. Oct. 22. - An unknown bailout named here at noon
gees In Michigan.
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 22.--A balloon passed over Blaiswell at, 9:45
going fast towards the southeast.

Farmers are Riding Into City
and Demand is Made That
Buyers Cease Virort to Get
Crop-ilenderson's
Strom t
Railway Strike Settlement

Greeted by Crowds of Veterans
Who Shake His Hands and
Cheer His Utterances-Hurries Through Memphis and
Has Big Reception at Nashville Today

AU Lovely Above,
Springfield, 0., 04 t
22.-The
Pommern German balloon dropped a
note here, which says: "All well.
I 0‘11'.INI %%ILL
1 HE COLINTRIF,S REPRESENTED
MIT TREAT
"Let the people go to the polls on cents less on the hundred dollars than Twenty thousand pounds of ballast
Nashville, Oct. 22.-Roosevelt was
November 5 and by their votes for- under the administration of Governor left."
given an enthusiastic reception. He
ever put their stamp of disapproval Bradley.
0'A •
• I.,
visited President Jackson's home anu
Chicago, Oct. 22.-Ralloon No. 3. upon graft and corruption lu the state
.
Another Raliefon Seen,
O.':
"Mr. Hager knows (or if he does
041)e
i
Major Hersey piloting it, and at least government; let them break down the not know he Is not competent to hold
Indianapolis, Oct. 22 --A balloon later spoke.
Vt.
"!
Iother of the international entries corrupt state machine at Frankfort, the office of governor) that the
!
to;
no tiring
Demo- passed over here at 10:25 going
St
!I.
Tallulah!. La., Oct. 22.-President
are now over Lake Michigan. Two or',and upon the ruins of that machine crats are collecting 50 cents on the northeast. It was moving slowly.
1'.IIi.41:1 itt.
bY
WO
slid
Roosevelt spoke here for about ten •
three tsalloons were 44.4.11 at Gray's begin the foundation of a new state hundred dollars worth of taxable
!oil 1'0.
A committee ot
minutes
Waukegan.
at
from the rear platform of
lake, lb miles from
hi•re tlins morning,
government, a new Democracy, with property to meet the general expendihis private car. lie was greeted by
1.e...eters t I/ VS if 114 rAW NU today. Major Hertieyes ha the leaders at the head the equal in char- tures of the state, and that the Brad
,: S. (tannin 111..
a large crowd.
ailed States, was over Zion Pity At acter and iutellect of those of the ley administration collected only
district. The:, wilt :Ilia
‘1,1, II' fcrion 1- in the nanitnnt:.,
The president dwelt on the necesThere is some confusion as to good old days, when Kentucky was 42% cents on the hundred dollars tot
urging
tin, In r,.•
sity of high standards of dtizenship, ,
elect/we Hersey's %AM Ogle et the bal- governed by men of genuine honesty general, expenditures, and mark you
Tine:e
Ito
and
adjured
the people to tee see,loons seen at Gray's lake. The bal- and patriotic motives," was the key- that of the total amount of taxes colneat of Oacitchor0
fled with nothing less in their public
loons went northeast In rather a stiff note of the address delivered at the lected the Republican administration
men, "We don't need brilliancy or
r, are riding into town. It
brerse. Hersey spoke to people in Kentucky theater last night by Hon. left In the treasury a sum, exceeding
is bele tu (1 the men entre, front Ilanwonderful talent so much as a high
Zion City. He said everything was E. T. Franks, internal revenue col- one million dollars. while, of the total
average. You need honesty in the
o k, eleleen sod
fine.
lector. from the Second district of amount of five million dollars more
Obi) counties
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
highest sense of the word; honesty
There is no .1e:ere. r
collected by the Democratic adminisKentucke.
and decency and a square deal foe
A German Balloon.
About 1 000 voters heard Mr. tration. the Democrats left a deficit
all. I don't care how honest a man
Indianapolis, Oct. 122.-A German Franks, who
Will Reim. Ne Iturlev.
presented In his clear in the general expenditure fund of
London, Oct 22. W :h 500 pas- is, if he is a coward he is no good
balloon, moving sleety, paseed user and concise manner ciaims, backed 8476.000."
Augu,ta, Ky., Oct. 22.-- -1Speciel
You
sengers
can
do
nothing
with
Russian
aboard.
man
the
a timid
th of here, by evidence that came mostly from
steam
-Tobacco growers of Bracken counAfter introducing indisputable evi"wed Itipple, six miles
even though he means we!l. You need
at 9 o'clock this morning. It le sup- the Democrat,c machine leaders
ty agree not to raise any mot-ft
them- dence of graft in the management of ship Lituania Is ashore off Skillings, both
honesty and courage and even
posed to be the Pommern.
next year.
charitable institutions and horrible according toe& dispatch
selves.
from Mat these are not
enough in a- man who
He charged the Democratic admin- cruelty to the inmates of the asylum, wooden, She ran on the rocks in a
Is both honest and brave, if he is a
The Start.
of gross electice.
istration with gross extravagance that the perpetration
No Compromise,
St. Louis, Oct. :e.2 -Drifting be- savored strongly of graft, in the man- frauds. Democratic election officers fog. It is difficult to reach them and natural born fool. In addition, then,
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 22. (Special.)
fore a moderate breeze, in a direction agement of the Mate affairs, and de- making voteni out of trees of the for- the passengers and crew are in great to honesty and courage, a man needs
-President Barrett, of the Hendersaving grace, comma. sense. The
Just west of north, when lost to view nounced the statement
of Judge est and of the houses in Kentucky. peril. They were bound from !Abell
son Street railway, turned down the
man who possesses these three qualiIn the haze of evening, nine big bal- Hager, that the state was being ruts
to America.
offer of the striking men for a comties can be trusted in almost any
loons, representing four nations, yes- witloa tax levy of two and
(Continued on Page Three.)
one-half
promise. He says If they want to
position."
terday began the second international
St. Petersburg, Oct. 22.-After the Conte
Coeds Break Servant Strike.
back, they must be on the footThe speech was greeted with frecontest for the James Gordon Bennetti
the
arrest of the three Americans
ing of new employes
^ - Greensboro, Ala
He will not
Oct. 22.-A quent cheers, and after its conclusion police searched
cup. The start was not marred by
the rooms occupied treat
with them. Cars are running
the slightest accident and the arstrike of the kitchen and dining room the train departed for Vicksburg from by the Wallinge and seized
the
all
and well patronized.
rangements were so well made that
servants at • Judson institete, a Bap- here.
papers found there. Among them
after the first balloon, Pommern, of
tist school for girls, has been broken
At Vicksburg.
were a great number of pamphlet
Germany, had ascended thirty-fie
by the girl students taking the plaees
Vicksburg, Miss., Oct. 22.-After a most of them of a violent revolution- Jape lAunch New Armored Craftier.
seconds after schedule time. all were
of the strikers.
fortnight spent in the canebrakes and ary character.
Tokio. Oct. 22 --The cruieer Kuroff with the word of the starter at.
looking bronzed and vigorous Presiarna of 14,620 tons, was successfully
Walling
of
been
in
peril
has
arrest
five minutes intervals.
d
N.ie
enktsbRuorogsvelt paid a flying visit to
One of the explanations given for free from
launched at Yokosuka this afternoon
political
machination,
here for a long time. owing to his
When all were in the air It war. the slight put upon Col. J. E. Potter the reduction
In. the presence of the Japanese emof taxes and the promo
noticed that•either by accident or de- In the Second ward, is that he was tion of
During the parade the procession open sympathy and-eonstant associa- peror and empress. She Is expected
greater Paducah. That is
violent
members
tion
of
the
with
sign, the three German balloons as- sided In his race for the school
was halted. and General Lee, cornto develop a speed of 21% knots. Is
board exactly what this city needs."
London, Oct. 22.-Shareholders In
cended to a considerable height at the and his elevation to the presidency
manderen-chief of the [lilted Con- revolutionary party. It is not probable fitted with most modern appliances
the
Bailey
circus
Barnum
voted
&
tostart, the two French entries took a by Republican members. When Mr.
federate Veterans told the president that he was involved in any of their throughout and regarded as being the
Hon. Ruby Laffoon, of Madison day to sell the business to Ringling that
medidm course, while the three; Ashley Robertson resigned his seat
several hundred union and con- concrete plots against the govern- inme powerful vessel afloat.
upholding the honors of America. and in the school board from the Second ville, Democratic nominee for state Bros. for $410.000. The sale is due federate veterans stood before him ment, but it is known that he was
pay
dividends and he
the single English balloon buggeo ward, Col. Potter was elected by the treasurer, was in the city last nigh. to the inability to
deesired that the chief elects in intimate touch with the leaders
the ground, taking advantage of the board to fill the vacancy until the en route to Owensboro from Wick- since Bailey's death without an ad Lye should meet the old warriors. of the bloody Moscow rebellion on
liffe,
where
be
spoke
yesterday. Hon. equate successor.
faster sad lower currents of air and November election, defeating Col.
The president arose in his rarriag'i Christmas. 1905.
apparently covering a greater dis- Gus G. Singleton. The hoard then John K. Hendrick will accompany
and shook hands cordially with the
Tangier, Oct. Ste-Diplomatic Ortance in less time than their com- elected Colonel Potter president. The'Hager on his speaking campaign in CHABGES AGAINST
old soldiers.
Mr. Lagerwahl Better.
( les were aroused by Ralenia's &vier
western Kentucky, as was first an
petitors.
O'BRIEN ON TRIAL.
vacancy in the board occurred after
Cornmenuing toe services which
Mr. A. F. Lagerwahl. who was.in- ation that he intends to kill Caid McThe crowd that witnessed the be- the primary, so it devolved upon the pounced, but will wind up the camJefferson Davis had rendered to the jured when the American Express
Lean by inches in
ginning of the great contest was on. Democratic committee to MI the paign in other parts of the state.
revenge for
Emery
is
this
afMagistrate C. W.
country In the Mexican war, President company's building collapsed. has reof the largest ever seen In St. Louis place on the ticket. But Colonel Potternoon trying the case against W Roseveit referred to the confederate gained partial use of his foot that was. France's interference in the negotiaAl) vacant spots near the portion of ter, who had been chosen by his astions for the captive's release.
Mr. Clem Whittemore, of Mayfield,
S. O'Brien charged with converting chieftain as not only the favorite son pa:slyzed and his physicians are now
Forest park which contained the bal- sociates on the board and honored and Frankfort. who is managing the
50 bags of peanuts of the Scudder- Of the Mississippi, but of the entire confident that he will recover entinly
loon grounds were jammed with peo- with the presidency, was overlooked. local campaign, went to Smithland
gale-Wearen company, of Cairo. to south, and the storm of applause from the paralytic trouble.
ple long before starting time. Ale He retires with his ad interim honors yesterday and returned today, accomhis own use. The peanuts were,ship- which followed his words compelled
the streets In the western end of the after the election.
panied by Mr. John C. Parsons, Livthe him to pause for several minutes
Paducah
away from
by
ingston county campaign chairman ped
city were black with jostling throngs,
mis- until it had subsided. He went furcompany
by
Peanut
Southern
Taniford, Conn., Oct. 22.-The
facilities
proved
entireand street car
Mr. Whittemore is much sought by
Rev, W. J. Long, accused of being a
Hon. Ed Franks didn't "tote fair" campaign committeemen since his re- take, and Captain O'Brien feels sure ther along this line and in a private
ly inadequate to transport those who
pature fakir by Roosevelt, today made
he will prove himself innocent of any conversation expressed himself that
wished to see what had never before last night. He quoted from Demo- turn from Louisville.
Street cars which started early in the president's latest hunt
as a young man he had male a mischarges.
the subbeen witnessed in America, nine bal- cratic state officials and Democratic
take in his treatment of Jefferson the morning were also run with diffi- ject of bitter criticism anti sarcastic
loons in the air at once, competing papers what they said during the late
culty even up to 8 o'clock and the comment on Roosevelt's brand of en.
Davis.
state primary.
As the local organ
for international honors.
Introduced by Captain Farley.
motormen kept out danger lights and ture study. Ile said bear htlitlig net
Passed Through Memphis.
'Balloons, pilots, countries repre- says: "What arrybody said a long
continual clanging of the gongs on done by the president was butcher:..
a
by
Cap
introduced
was
Franks
Memphis,
Mr.
Oct.
22.-The
special
sented and the official starting time while ago doesn't cut any figure in
the cars to prevent collisions and
high
paid
a
who
tam
n
Farley,
train
Ed
carrying
President
Roosevelt
Mayfield,
Ky.,
Oct.
22.
(Special.)
of each is as follows: Pommern, Os- this campaign." If the Democratic
compliment to the speaker of the andh Is party from Vicksburg passed warn pedestrians of the approach of
car Erbaloeh, Germany, 4:00-36; machine leaders are willing to forget -The grocery and warehouse of Mr
Ed
Mohundro,
burned
evening. His announcement that the through Memphis this 'morning at the cars. Many old citizens and vetthis
morning
what
they
said
about
each
other,
why
United States, Maj. M. B. Hersey,
eran river men say that the fog was
Republican ticket in state, city and 12:25 o'clock.
The
stock
was
damaged
to
the
extent
can't
other
people?
America, 4:05; Lisle DeFrance, Alone of the heaviest ever known here.
destined
large
to
win
a
county
was
by
of
$1,000. The building was damfred Leblanc, France, 4:10; DuesselNew York, Oct. 22. -A run was
It was so dense at 7 ierlock that it
tremendous
with
aged to the ertent of $600. No in- majority was met
Boodle Witness Hard to Pnd.
dorf, Capt. Hugo Vonaber, Germany,
was impossible to distinguish an ob- strrted on the Harlem breneh Itt the
"Paducah just can't afford even to
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 2.2.-Twenty4:16; Lotus II., Griffith Brewer, Eng- take a risk of suffering a backset or surance on either. The building be- applause
- Kniciterleeker Tu te.1 cempate-today.
ject a hundred tett dietare
On the stage were E. E Bell, Prof four hours' search by a corps of deland, 4:20; America. J. C. McCoy, waste" of funds from the incompe- longed to Mr. Frank McClain.
Reese-yes kepi the depot:luxes- in liae.
Hazelip
T.
N.
tectives has failed to ilnd "Sport"
George McBroom,
America, 4:U; Anjou, Rene Gasnier. tency, inexperience or political inWheals with piles of mouey At their
Jeahn R. Puryear and other prominent Brady, sergant at arms of the city
France, 4317 Abercron, Paul Meckel, debtedness of her chief executive," is
:Inies trail1 as rapidly
No
citizens.
house of delegates, who is believed
Germany, 4:36; St. Louis, Alan R. the way one young Democrat ex.
statement front the bare( offieiels is
to
secrets
of the alleged
know the
Hawley, America, 4:40.
premed his idea of the local political
obta I na 1.1e.
A cocking moire wtr I! .Ilichcn
"boodle gang."
The only hitch in the start was situation today. "Laudable political
Was Cunning Too Fast.
Th.!
While the special committee of the
is
that the
mile.
promise
to
breeders
Cleveland. 0., Oct. 22.-Adrian
when the St. Louis, which was over- ambitions are to be encouraged in
Commercial club is considering ap. Trout company kiltsstviion
.itat•‘, tenet:peewee!
:le,
seen
in
this
ever
weighted with ballast. was hauled young men, but the mayor's office
killed and his two comGibson
was
Belmont
Resign.
May
peli,-'on
plicetions for the secretaryship, Mr.
temp nrary. A II trust
back to prevent it colleting with one should not be used simply as a stepseriously injured when
New York, Oct. 22.-August Bel- will be pulled off 'I teir'seeivine day. conipati.e-,1 (three; the night pledged
Saunders Fowler is filling the posi- panions were
bitt
it
not
sei(e-ed,
is
The
place
of the grand stands. The bad start. ping stone in a political career. In tion. While
driving mont, according to reports current toMr. Fowler's interests the automobile, which -e was
tipped the fighting sit: li d011, in themselves to SP(' tl,e Knl. kerbeekt.r
howeveredid not discourage the St. that capacity it is too likely to be
do not permit him to devote all his at 50 miles an hour, skidded and day, Is about to resign the presidency Illinois.
through any 1101 II) to the uxt,-•nt
Loulaans, as a pigeon, considered a used, with all Its functions and preFederation.
Civic
of
the
National
avoid
In
a
trying
to
exile
e. rester Big.
of
time to the routine affairs of the turned
nsti ineeeee
fetes.
lee
fourteen
good omen, flew on top of the balloon rogatives, simply to promote the adwill
be
There
Interborough-Metropoli.a.nlied
•.."t12.1,
club, he is performing the duties of carriage in the retail retail section Whether the
1,1d:1v
Charles T.
•
gnu'
and
Melly
have
inflated
with
local chickens.
before it was completely
vancement of the incumbent, and the secretary in the same efficient man- early today.
Gibsona father is tan probe revelations have made his
Bartle) :1,i presiii.le of the Kuickerinto training rirearty. Tne tlehts win] bee k r.
remained there until after the bal- taxpayers will find afterward that ner that
he does everything he under- wealthy. The boy was on vacation position at the head of the erOnOrnie
to a, glue in
loon ascended In the race.
body utatenable. or whether some de classified at
they have been mulcted to pay for it. takes.
New York, (1..4. 2.---The KnickerHe was crushed to death.
.
As each balloon started, a military We are now living up the limit ot
lesser motive impels him. Mr. Bel- chickens. Some handicap fights -be- boeker Trest ,•empaie,
temporarily
band which accompanied two battal- taxation, and it will require the masmont will not tell. His friends Kai, tween chickens of different weights
Medical Society Meets.
sitsltentied payment at its down town
ions of United States regulars from ter hand of one used to business and
however. that he has definitely deter- will be features, There are several
THE WEATHER.
The McCracken County Medical sooffice this atternoon, air or paying out
Jefferson Barracks, struck up the na- the management of funds to save exmined to quit his office when the fed- lightweight cocks in Padnrnh which
ciety held an interesting meeting last
js,o04)eion,
owners will back against odds in
tional air of the country the balloon penses and at the same time take care
forthcoming
trust
holds
its
eration
night with Drs. Kidd & Kidd. Sevrepresented, and the great crowd of such public improvements, as the eral
conference In Chicago, It is rumored weight, if odds can be secured In
papers were read and a helpful
cheered the bowing and hat waving growing population and increased
that Seth Lew will "suereed VV. Bel- money, and one fight of the; class
discussion followed.
will be watched with interest,
aeronauts. Each balloon bore several traffic demand. I shall vote for James
mont.
flags and this tended to make the P. Smith on his express promise to
The Metropolis Theater.
scene a cosmopolitan ope.
Shanghai. China. Oct. 22.---She
When completed the Metropolis
According to observations made
Chinese government has ordered the
theater will be one of the prettiest
.here with test balloons, the higher
Canton viceroy to immediately dislittle thnater of its size In southern
air Current. are toward east, giving
patch warships to Prates and investiIllinois.
Mechanics
are
at
work
rethe aeronauts an opportunity to go in
gate
he report of the Japanese seizmodeling
the
theater and will finish
that direction by ascending.
ure
d proposed rolonization. The
It
In
about
two
weeks.
The
playNorth.
Going
little
and promises to become the
house
win
be
formally
opened
by
a
Alton, III., Oct. 22.-The first balstention between China and
hone o
band
big
concert
by
the
consolidation
loon, Pommern, front Germany, passJapan,
e former disputing the alof Metropolis and Paducah bands:
ed over Alton at 6 p. m., traveling
leged diecovery. by the Japanese and
north about ten miles an hour.
asserting that It is clearly within
An
Interesting
In
Revival.
Seen
Illinois.
Chinese territory. While apparently
An
interesting
revival is being conSt. Louis, Oct. 22.-Balloons in inBenton. Ky.. Oct. 22. tSpecitil.)- the older children to take them away undetermined whether the island is
ducted this week at the Belleview
ternational Contest are reported to
have been sighted at Effingham, TayDiafigured, it is believed for life, and from her. She must have kept one available for Japan's naval purposes,
Washington, Oct. 22.-(Special.) Methodist church. near Eden's hill.
1;3
and went into the,dining krona, ad- assertions 'of Japanese, who raised
The
meeting
is
planning
to
being
lorville and Pasta, Ill.
conducted
attorney
general
is
by
-The
perhaps fatally burned, the two-yearjoining the one In which the family their national flag there, that the isBalloon Passes Charleston.
proceed against the rectifiers under the pastor, the Rev, J. R. Stewart,
end daughter, of thst,,Rev. U. S. :Mc- was seated. Mre. MeOuslin heard e land contains great mineral wealth,
-Charleston, Ill., Oct. 2-2.-One•ot the pure fond law, on eecoutit of mis- who ts assisted by the Reve H.•B. RaiCaelin, lies on a bed Of agony at the scream and,rushed into th;• room and have attracted the attention of the
Large audithe bile:lone which left St. Louis labeling whisky. It Is believed in- lance. .,.of Hardmoney
passed Charleston last evening at formation secured, In Louisville and ences are present at every service and
tonight end Wednes. Methodist parsonage as the result of found the child in flames. She tore Pekin government. Hence the orPartly
8:60. It, course Is northeastern and other' cities In this vicinity is re- niuch good is being accomplithed day. Warmer tonight. Highest tem. an accident yesterday afternoon. The off the child's clothing, Mit not until ders for the despatch of warships and
will
be continued permute yesterday, 05; lowest today. child had been playing with matches Its side and face and week and nose Investigation Wetted by the foreign ofit passed about eight miles north of sponsthle for the legal action which The meeting
throughout the week.
and Mrs. MeMslin directed one of and month 1', Pr,' blistered.
'Will be taken.
the :qty.
fice.
40.

RUSSIAN VESSEL
AND PASSENGERS
IN GRAVE DANGER

AMERICANS HAD
INCRIMINATING'
PAPERS IN ROOM

•

Gossip of Local Politics.

BIG SHOW SOLD.

'
s

KILL CAID McLEAN

NATURE FAKIR,

UNUSUAL FOG.

MAYFIELD HAS FIRE.

EIGHT MILLION RUN.

A COCKING MAIN.

MR FOWLER SECRETARY.

CHINA WANTS TO KNOW.
- 4r-

Terrible Burns Disfigure The Little
Daughter ofRev. U. S. McCaslin,
of Methodist Church at Benton.

WILL PROSECUTE
THE RECTIFIERS
UNDER FOOD LAW

1OUDY

4
•

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

TUESDAY, OCFORER 22.

how to go to wort. From the hours MAN TORTURED FOR 38 YKAhtri.
Headaches.
Heedac es.
es.
He
of s to 12 and from is to 2 the im-1
Biliousness.
Biliousness.
Biliousness.
wrist klida is a scare of hegira's,istanurro Front Disease of the Shin.
Constipation.
Coasttpatiqm,
Coastipation.
activity, sad there are Irettently 3On
Bat Found a Cure at Last.
Ayer's Pills.
•
Ayers Pills.
Ayer's Pilfi.
men at work under M. Kratz.
Sugar-coated.
Sugar-coated.
Sugar-coated.
Breakfast is served to the imperial
A story written is the own words
oar dieter asps this
U
ORGANIZED BY
Easy to take.
Easy to take.
Is di richt Use iv it Easy to take.
simple repast of eggs, -of the sufferer has just come from "WEILZH'S" IS
family at
Don't forget.
GLASS BLOWERS.
Don't forget.
Oa a end sew grin.
Low•11 lioataiii
•The preservation of health and prevention against disease is almost tea, coffee and fruits. The little Covington, O.. which has caused a hg
stir
among
Olga,
Duchesses)
Tatiana,
specialists
among
and
Grand
Anasakin
entirely dependent upon pure, healthy blood; every organ, tissue, nerve and
•
sinew of the body draws on this vital fluid for nourishment and strength. tasia and Marie drink chocolate at those suffering from eczema and
Polio's, humors and germs from various sources often get into the blood, breakfast. Always on Are table of other forms of skin diseases. George Will Compete for City Claampionship
and then this great life-stream becomes a source of infection and disease, the czar may be seen tintless of As- Flan:mem of that city, an old and
With Other Teams—Names of
Instead of a nourishing, health-sustaining fluid. Heredity is likewise an trakhan caviar and also the pate de honored resident, suffered from ecthe Players.
important factor, regulating the quality of the blood. Some persona are born foie grab of which be is so fond. Lun- zema for 33 years before he was able
with tainted blood from diseased ancestry, and Scrofula in ailed its numerous chooa is served as early as 11 o'elock, to find a care and was than saved
forms is sure to crop out some time in life. Not only poisons in the blood with salads, soups, cold meats, ices from further suffering by D. D. D.
are responsible for disease, but when the circulation is run down and becomes and demierte
But these are, as it Prescription. Here is what he says
A new football team has been or
about Its .
poor and weak in quality, then we see the effect in a general bad condition were, mere
hors d'oeuvres before the
lounged In Mechanicsburg in tie
of health, such 11-4 weakness, sallow complexions, boils, and various skin most elaborate
"I
had
eczema
33
for
and
years
two
dinner served al early
eruptions. All blood troubles require a tonic and blood purifier, and none
bottles of D. D. D. Prescription coin- name of Weille. Uniforms have be:
as 3 o'clock. It is this great meal
other equals S. S. S. It goes down to the
pletely cured me. I know that this ordered for this team. The captawhit* calls for the army of cooks and
very foundation of the trouble, and removes
sounds strange, but it Is the gospel of this team being Mr. Warfel, ,
every particle of the poison or impurity from niployes them praetically the entire truth. As soon as I found out what professianal football player, who o.
the blood. And not only does 8. S. S. day. Between 4:30 and 5 a, vast D. D. D. would 'do I hunted up two here with the new glees factory.sThe
rray of plats is set out on the kitchen of my
best friends, Mr. Shuman and turn are practicing and expect to nave
S•
S• antidote the poisons, humors and germs, but
•
it possesses health-giving, tonic properties, counters, and the inspecting major of Mr. Rank, both of whom had eczerna.ia big game Thanksgiving day.
PURELY VEGETABLE which build up and stiengthen weak, impov- the imperial guards comes on duty Both of them are nearly cured, and manirity of these players are iglu
erished blood, and fortifies the system against and samples with religloes care and Mr. Rank has used only seven bottles. blowers.
disease:
'
a S. S. S. permanently cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, vast gravity every dish on the menu It is a wonderful remedy.'
The team consists of the following:
Great Barlow
Scrofula, Eczema, Tetter, and all other skin diseases and disorders. Book
But before his set of morsels is
D. D. D. Prescription Is a liquid Malone, Scanden, Crosby, Williams,
•
on the blood and any zuedical advice free.
served M. Kratz himself begildi to remedy which gets right at the roots Oehlschiseger, Sel‘on, Castor, Ellis.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. taste, aid after the strange "poison- of such diseases as eczema, psoriasis, Warfel, Virgin,
Jordan, Ward, ParkOctober
ing" interval has elapsed the dishes salt rheum, barber's itch, etc. It doc- son and Wallace. They expect to in
You all know them—a houseare placed in an electric elevator with tors the skin where the skin needs to terest the other football team in this
hold word.
a closed shaft, into nhich the printery be doctored. It kills the germs and city and other surrounding towns,and
Absolutely guaranty ing "your money's
the
itching scales fail off, leaving the from all accounts
officials are locked, and up 'goes the
worth or your money back."
expect to play a
lift to the ante-chamber of the im- skin fine and white.
winning game.
Everything new this Wagon, presenting
We know that this remedy is abperial dining-room. Here again the
the most elaborate, spectacular electric
major ou duty samples the dishes solutely reliable and that it has cured
first part setting ever known in mineczema
and the patients appear to be
under the eves of the czar, after
strelsy. New songs sweet singers.
cured forever. Come in and let us
imperial
which
family
the
sit
down
to
No chef in all the world °entities a rate "tasting" ceremonls are gone
t,ive you a boollet on dieting, bathPrices 25c, 35e, 50e and The.
more peculiar position than Eugene through, and when the czar is in rest- dinner. No dish ever served on the
ing and other necessary things if you
An all white company.
Seats
on sale Tuesday 9 a. in.
---a palace abouS czar's table is permitted access to the
Kratz, the little-known but august device at p,
are a sufferer from stria disease. R.
cordon bleu who resides In the im-'half an hour distant from the capital dining-room save through the ele- W.
Walker
& Co., Fifth and Broadperial kitchen of the "great white I- not only M Kratz himself, but also vator shaft. Thus the food can in no way.
way be tampered with save by the
czar." This remarkable man draws his under chefs and certain high
cohurn's Midatrcis.
An exceptionally clever listoof ragof the imperial urzny, are called cookie themselves and the military
a salary rather larger than that of the
Present their latest and greatest
time song, dance and selections this
president of the United States—about in to taste every dish that goes to offitiale on duty. It was said at one
PME MARSHAL
season by the comedians of "J. A.
$55,000 a year--aid paramount con- lthe emperor's table, after which ex- time that the imperial family of RusMelo-Drama,
trol of the palace kitchen In all the periment a reasonable time is permit- sia eat down to their meals iu a dinThe legislature by an act approved Coburn's Greater Minstrels,",the very
October
latest and best to be had of all
homes of the imperial family from sed to elapse to see whether or not ing-room of east Iron and steel, se- by Governor
Beckham March 21. 1906. writers,
carefully selected' and adaptPeterhof. the Anitchoff, the Winter she -tasters" are poisoned! This cure as a great bank vault. This is
authorized the appointment of a fire ed to each man's requirements, gives
Palace and TearskomSelo. all the way !curious survival of other days comes probably exaggerated, but undoubtedA hall storm of sensation. All the
!down from the time of Ivan the Ter- ly elaborate precautions are taken marshal at a salary of $2,400 per an- life and color to the singing feature
to Levadja in the Crimea
s3nsation of a melt) drama. All the beauof
the
show.
big
against
casting
'and
provides
num,
the
of
the
bombs
together
rible.
in
even
with
any expenses inSix times a year Mr. Kratz makes
ties of a pastoral play. And as many
cluding expenses of deeuty, deteettyles best mixed program in years for the
the round of all the imperial kitliens i It is worth while noting that the Iii.' palace itself.
laughs as a farce munedy. Presented by
new
first
part, while the performers.
As to the ellehes served at dinner. and officers.
throughout the empire, and his pecu- Emperor Nicholas is a large and
During the fiscal year
a strong company. Something entlrel,)
headed by Dan Holt, Joe Dunlevy,
liar position may be realized from hearty eater and delights in Russian they are many and strange, for his ending June
30. 1907, the salary and Tommy Galvin, Bi!ly Morris, Roy
new.
the fact that his social rank equals national dishes, a mero recital of imperial majesty is a gourmet of fine
expenses
of
GIs new and improved Peck, James McClain, In the black
that of a general in the Russian army ehIcli would give us indigestion and diseriminatIng taste. This does
liveiso
ern. Nam is a Srlfitiest beenifes
Seats on sale Thursday
face singers and dancers furnish an
And an army this wonderful chef cer- lEce6- repast served in the Imperial not prevent him, however, from eat- 'method of furnishing jeles to political
As, Writhes.
Prices
'25e,
50e.
35e,
tainly commands with absolute au-!palace, is an elaborate banquet, and ing queer national dishes of itutnia henchmen cost the munificent sum of uproariously funny bundle of new
jokes,
stories
witticisms,
and
which
After
d'ouevres
hors
of caviar and te,ss6.34
thority—an army whose "weapons" etate dinners are strung out almost
The job is held down by
have not ben heard before with minare not the less iniportant for being /Indefinitely by means of elaborate teklell there are large quantities of the gentleman who conducted the
strel attractions. Next
Wednesday,
"borteh," or cold stoup brought on
;Paris entrees.
mere pots and pans.
state primary in 190S. In which t
October 23, at The Kentucky.
several
hot
gpd
cold
roasts,
four
or
Every morning a major of the ImOf course a culinary aetiat of such
county of Johnson with a total Dr the entire crop shall be tut out for
TOBACC'0 GROWERS
rank as Mr. Kratz does little or noth- perial Guards, selected by the czar, five entrees of divers nationalities
oue season or whether a pool shall be
"What Women 11111 Do."
ocratic vote of 900 gave Beckham
hot
and
poultry,
cold
1
game
and
vege'and
all
occuping
with his own hands, but is
ing at
an incongruous postThe coming attra-tion at the Ken- From AU Parts of the Country Will formed to force its sale at 25 cents.
rather an inventive genius, titilating ;non oscillating between the army and tables, hot and cold puddings, ices Hager majorities of 1,500 each, and
Meet In Shelbyville.
cakes,
tucky
champagne,
on Friday. October 25, will be
hot
tea and vodka the comity of Martin, where not a
the palate of the emperor and his au- 'the kitchen, is called into the imPIMA CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
gust guests. For when the autocrat oierial cabinet and handed the menu The czar rarely misses a dish througtr single ballot was sent, gave them a Holden Bros'. big scenic sensation
Shelbyville, Ky., Oct. 22.—The na- PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
of all the Russias wearies of Russian ; tOr the day, which Is prepared by the the whole menu, and displays remark- majority of 253. He is the same man "What Women Will Do," a new sensational melo-drama from the pen tional organization of tobacco grow- cure any case of Itching.1311nd, BleedFrench, Italian and English dishes he !czar himself. Curiously enough, the able fondness for the cold soups. At
'he end of these family dinners an who In the same state primary sent of the well known author Harry ers, which has its headquarters at ing
must be tried with some fantasie such ;czarina never orders a meal.
or Protruding nes in 6 to 14
elaborate confectionery piece montee less than 100 ballots to the strong Jackson. The play deals with a keen Owensboro. will meet in Shelbyville
as chicken gumbo as made in Non
The major takes the imposing golddays or money refunded 50c.
Orleans, or some of the delightful embossed menu to the kitchen and Is served—a most elaborate piece of McCreary town of Hickman, where story of life and adventure, and it 0-tober 30, and delegates from the
dishes of the Balkan States and Tur- hands It to M. Kratz, who takes it in fancy sculpture by the artistic im- nearly 700 Democrats wanted to vote. is said that the audience is kept In a tobacco growing sections of the enperial confisseur. Sometimes it may
Roy Accidentally Shot.
key.
This "fire marshal" and those who state of excitement from the rise to tire country have rignifird their infront of his desk, that the soup cook
Arthur Mitchell, 12 years old, son
It is well known that In the the rotisepur, the fish conk, the pas represent an ice castle built on the co-operate with him, while costing the the fall of the curtain. Some of the tention to be present. Good speakNova, glistening with frosted sugar
remarkable scenic surprises are, the ers will be on hand, and every effort of Mrs. Mettle Mitdiell, of 618 Eliz10'. 1,cna of the czar
tryman and the
em just
insurance-paying public about $10.000
and lit with electric lights.
storm at sea, a real life size boat will be made to entertain the visitors. abeth street, is suffering from a
Or one evening It may be a eolousal dollars, has up to date. succeeded In turned up-side down In full sight of Men from the dark as well as from wound in his right leg above the knee
double-headed eagle of imperial Ride- arresting One sixteen-year-old boy the audience, a wonderful leap for the burley districts will be on hand. inflicted by accident Sunday. Young
gla, a huge sweet-stuff doll, or even charged with setting fire to a build- life into the boiling sea, a struggle
One of the most impsrtant ques- Mitchell and companions were huntIs very careful about her churn. She scalds it thoroughly after using, a portrait of some celebrity. This is ing, and that boy turns out to be for life or death on the rocky abyss, tions which will come before the ing in the woods near Tyler with
a clever and interesting life boat and meeting will be whether, in order to flobert rifles when an accidental disand gives it a sun bath to sweeten it. She knows that if her chum is always admired by the little grand crazy.
duchesses, but it is broken up after
many other wonderful and novel ef- bring prices of berley up to a level charge of a gun inflicted the injury.
sour it will taint the butter that is made in it. The stomach is a churn. a minute or two
This is the "fire marshal" who atand fragments of it
fects. The play not only deals. with where the farmers can meke a living. Dr. H. H. Duiey dressed the wound.
In the stomach and digestive and nutritive tracts are performed pro- distributed to the children. The num- tended the Democratic railroad corn- every day life,
but gives scope for
cesses which are almost exactly like the churning of butter. Is it not ber of courses on the menu is always missionere' convention at Henderson, eome clean and clever comedy, which Only One "BROMO QUINTAL," that is
apparent then that if this stomach-churn is foul it makes foul all which the same, except, of course, at a state where, according to the public press Is bound to keep the audience in a Laxative Bronx° Quinine
e•very
banquet, when there may be fifteen and
the private statements of some state of merriment. The season's
rrinetlsso
Is put Into It?
a boz. 25c
Cures, Goldin One Da- Crn 2 Day-.
or eighteen and a vast variety of
record
of this attraction makes it
who attended, the successful candidate
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone the bad taste in the mouth wines and liquors.
traded all the clerkships under the worthy the attention of the theaterOn
such
occasions,
Ols
however, the
and the foul breath caused by it, but the corruption of the pure current
going public.
of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body. Dr. enormous state banqueting chamber commission and the lieutenant goverH used, and none of the imperial norship in 1911 In order to win.
SUPREME COURT ACT'S.
Pierre's Golden Medical Discovery makes the sour and foul stomach family appear twee the
czar himself.
This Is the same "fire marshal" who
sweet. It does for the stomach•what the washing and sun bath do for Si. Victor Hirtzler, one of the Boost when that convention
was over, found In the ('ass" of Meat Packers Fined
the churn—absolutely removes every tainting or corrupting element. (bets at Peterhof, estimates. that 840 his family too sick to permit his
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
for Accepting Preferential.
obeymen and women are employed in the
In this way it cures blotches, pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings,
kitchen of that palace, exclusive of ing a subpoena to appear before the
and Washington Streets.
Washington, Oct. 22.—The supreme
sores, or open eating ulcers and all humors or diseases arising from the wine cellar
staffs.—W. G. Fitz- Trigg county grand jury and substancourt of the United States took jurisbad blood.
gerald in Town and Country.
tiate the charges which he had. In selfWarehouse for storage.
divtion of the meat packers case
To aid in healing old sores, or ulcers, Golden Medical Discovery. That this
glorifying manner, paraded in the
wherein the Artnour,.Selft. Morris
apply Dr. Pierce's Ail-Healing Salve is absolutely true will be readily proven 'AERIAL MACHINE ON NEW LINES
Both Phones 499.
public press.
and Cudahy packing companies were
while taking the "Golden Med- to your satisfaction if you will but mail
to
ical Discovery" to purify and enrich a poetal card request to Dr. R.V. Pierce,
This is the same "fire marshal" lined $15,000 each for accepting a
Gyroplane Built by Louis Breguet Is
411111n1111100..
the blood!
Buffalo, N. Y., for a free copy of his
whose paper, "The Fulton Leader," preferential from the Chicago, BurlGiven Trial in Paris.
Dr. Pierce's All • Healing Salve is booklet of extracte from the standard
was designated by Governor Beckham ington & Quincy on shipments of meat
cleansing and pain relieving. It. de- medical authorities, giving the names
stroys the bad odors arising from sup- of all the ingredients entering into his
Paris, Oct. 22.— A new principle as the Medium of ofilcial cotnmunica- fcr export from Mississippi river
points to Atlantic seaboard. The Cage
sting, or running, sores and puts world-famed medicines and showing 1m aerial navigation
EVERY ONE ADMIRES
with heavier Bon and of which General John K.
inthe best possible condition for u hat the moet eminent medical men OS
Involves
the application of the Plains
than
air machines h‘as been employed Hendricks,
healing.
the age say of them.
now the Democratic nom- act to export shipments. The motion
the tailor-made man. If he has an
recent experiments and
The" All-Healing Salve" is a superior
gives inee for
absence of style about him the
attorney general, said in his for a writ of certirari was g-antea.
dreseing for all open, running,
promise of large results. Instead of
Cares Woman's Weaknesses.'
eineartistic tailor gives it to him
speech at Maoism-111e in 1903'
punting, Sores or Ulcers. For beeline
We refer to that boon to weak, nerve using planes on the box kite princiWhen
you
want to le like a
open wounds, cuts and scratches it is cent, enffering
BOTH
PARTIES
WILL
"Many
dollars are thus dropped fruit
women known as Dr. ple driven by a vertical propeller.
gentleman
unsurpassed.
and a man of good taste
WIRAMME MR. FAIRIBAN"KS
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
rotary
the
horizontal
planes
executive
office
are
into
this
used.
vulgar
I If your medicine dealer does not have
let us make you a Prince Albert or
Dr. John Fvfe one of the Editoral !he gyroscopic
principle Is employed and obscure sheet."
the "All-Healing Salve" in Mock mail staff of Tier,
cutaway suit, or an evening dress
tetecTic
Barbourville,
MEDVAL
RE.
Ky.,
Oct.
22.—A
corn
ISO cents in poetage stamps to Dr. It. V. IEW stye of
end the machine is called the GyroThis is the same "fire marshal" mittee, composed of
Unicorn root (llelonsas
suit or overcoat, and you will know
Pierre, Buffalo, N. Y., and you will Moo-at
both Democrats
which is one of the chief ingre- /lane. The theory is that by the em- whoSe
that no man In Paducah is in better
;ere
receive it by return post.
and Republicans has been selected to
I& the railroad""
dipole of the "Favorite Prescription": tioyment of horizontal propellers the
In treauug all open sores, or nicere, ^A remedy
style or better dress than you are.
which Invariably acts as a uters machine can be easily lifted and low- so close that when he wanted the meet Vice President Fairbanks, who
boils cart,uncies and other swellings, it Inc Invigorator • • • makes for normal acered after the fashion of the old Democratic county chairman to come makes the only set speech of the octs important that Dr. Pierce's Golden
casion of his eastern Kentucky tour
2:.ie,7111;;1"
Medical Discovery be taken persistently .;11`;',1•L`jn
wett.7."71ri"
•
meta which more mile enswers the &WWI; 'Helicoptre" toy, longitudinal motion to Louisville to consult about the best in this
city Friday. A large speakers'
to purify the Moon and thereby remove , eu rime." man aim other
H. M. DALTON,
icing
obtained by the force of grain- way to hold a Democratic' state pridiem waA ulna ant
the cause of the trouble. It is in the I "'Painted- in the treatment of diseasesI pastand
will
be
With
Warren,
erected,
no
the
building
jeweler.
in
to women it is seldom that a cam Is aation by allowing the machine to mary in 1906, offered to furnish a
blood that the great battle of health has , cellar
town being large enough to accommoseen which does not present some
indication en) and glide on Its planes In the pass.
to be fought. The ulcer and the sore ter this remedial
agent." Dr. Frits further
date the crowd that is expected.
are simply the scarlet flowers of disease, says: "The following are among the leaner fame way that heavy birds soar.
led Mations for Helonlaa(Unicorn roma. Pile
This "Are marshal" is a valuable
with roots running down into the blood. or
The honor of constructing the first
aching In the back, with lettconitest
Some don't knew the difference beThese roots most be eradicated or the atome(weak)renditions of the
Pseroducdv. Machine on this principle belongs to spoke in the drive-wheel of the mawill break out afresh. "Golden
tween heaping coals of fire on the
Ii
W. F. Paxton,
chine.
II. Rudy,
Louis
Bre
P Puryear,
v:taare
bna
tittz,
t
H hab lit
°tdt
wsc
eticticin'ated
ome
meir
nittahl cdherPossic dieeinesand
ntediesil Discovery" clean:me the blood II o
head an throwing cinders in the eyes.
President.
thine In the form of a cross, each
ult
Cashier,
of all foul and poisonous accumulations, lermaaiten of heTet°1rifiltnhae°t
Assistant Cashier.
"
(tomgir
tb.
k
ldpushes out the dead and wade matter, nese: menorrhagla (flooding). due to week- arm having at its extremity eight Outrageous Methods of Securing Cam.
THE HAIR BRUSH
reproductive system i :evolving paddles slightly
end thus puritiee the entire life cnrrent. ; 7tne4ti
paign Funds.
•n=hie;taiotZigrtehe
inclined.
n
o
r,neth rJir
Disease in the flesh must die out when IN-004a% arising
We were shown a letter from a lady
from or accfrrn
Mese thirty-two paddles present a
it is no longer fed by foul blood. 1 abnormal condition of the digestive mans
Breeds Dandruff, Which Caws Fallas
.nd s:
surface of twenty:two square eitnployed at one of the asylums which
t em
nste (thin blood) tabu; dragging
"Golden Medical Discover'!" effectively sensations
ing Hair and Finally Baldness.
Mated that out of a salary of $20 due
In
the
extreme
lower
part
of
meters
the
and
are
revolved by a fortyn
;cures aease
in the flesh by curing its abdomen."
for the month of August she was reIneerporsted
°rap
cause in .the blood.
II more. or]i1 the ji
power motor at the center of
,pnve sYMte
Prof. Unna, Hamburg, Germany
quired to pay to the campainn fund of
•
' If y
he cross.
have bitter, nasty, font taste a.....Ltre.ures‘z.t .asi.Jtoni
srarnan cag
Governor Beckham IS. or one-fourth Europesn authority on skin diseases.
o
ter than take Dr Perees Fav9r7
month, coated "tongue, foul
in y
Capital
In the prellettinarr Mills the ma$100,000
of her small salary. The letter also says that dandruff is se contagious as
er7lIre
breat are weak and easily tired, feel
d
Surplus
chine left the ground inetantly when
50,000
any
leILLE
stated
depr
IA
that this same thing was done
other malevolent disease, and
refit or
and despondent, have freStockholders liability
be motor was set in motion and was to all
er)
head
es, dizzy attacks, gnaw100,000
the female employes; she did that one common source of the
asily sustained in the air with Rev- not know about the men.
dist as in stomach', coestipateel is 'lett t mast fa. •
in
spread of dandruff is the use of the
II Golden Sea root another promi- enty-eight revolutions
gut r bowela, sour or bitter
or
Total security to depositors
a minute.
This is a shame and an outrage. same hair brush by different per.
$250,000
i risin
( r eating and poor appetite, nent ingredient of "Favorite PrescripCaptain Kidd and his pirates robbed sons. The way to avoid catching danAccounts of individualss and firms Roth-Red. We appreciate
these
ptoms, or any considerable tion," Prof. Finley Ellingwood,M. D., of
O'Brien
the
to
rich.
Eat
never
game
the
rf,-uff
James
took
With Mikado.
or any other disease from ansmall as well as large depoaltors and accord to all the
of them, indicate that you are Bennett Medical College,Chicago,says:
nurn
same
Tokio,
Oct.
stifle
22.—Thomas .1. tribute from a woman, and especially other's brush, is to Insist on the use
from bialiousness, torpid, or "It Is an important remedy in di.orders of
courteous treatment.
the
womb.
all
In
catarrhal condition* ••• O'Brien. the American ambassador to a poor woman who worked for wages. of Newbro's Herplelde. It not
er with the usual accompanying
lazy
only
and general enf; eblement. It is useful."
tion, or dyspepsia and its attendIndDr. Pierce's Fat-erne Prescription Japan, has been invited to take lunch- Robin Hood gave to the poor instead %Ills the dandruff germ, but it is Mitt
ant
ngements.
A.
Itiurrell
holding
John
them
Of
eon
up.
an
with
antiseptic that will prevent the
the etnrferor and empress
faithfully rerments the above named
Interest Paid on Time Deposit
brst writs known to medical ingredients
s
and cures the diseases for Nov. 13. This is a special mark of killed a man for 35 conets,sbut he never catching of any disease whatever
science for the cure orThe above sv
- which they are recommended.
?ebbed
a
woman. That Is left for the through contagion of another's lifuele
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purpose
is to emphasize
ih it • is
frit
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Dr. Pierre's Pleattant Pellets are the the desire
Machine to do.—Frankfort Cell.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TC) ft
Sold by leading druggists. Two sizes.
for friendly relations- bewr U tlas 0
O'CLOCK.
original Untie Liver Pills, first put up
roc and 11.00.. Send 10c in stamps
t
tween Japan and the United States.
1 by old Dr. Pierce over 44
years
ago.
ve
a s
for Sampler to The- Herpiende Co., Deu y and har- Stech imented, but
Third and Broadwa‘
nevOr equaled.
The song in your own heart WIII
,
InonteUsly combined in Dr. Pierce's Easy to take as candy.
.trot, Mich. W. B. McPherson, speslobeeribe for Th 811111.
sustain you longer It you share It.
ctal agent.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22.

the Fulness. Property; said strip of
land adjoins on the south 50 feet last
before mentioned and is a strip le)
feet wide fronting on Third street
and running back at right eagles to
•In the District Court ut the united low water mark of the Tennessee OF PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF
STEEPLE JACK PROMISED NOT
States for the Western Districts of riever:jsaid tracts sixth and seventh l'NITED STATES IN KENTUCKY.
TO FALL ON ANYONE.
being the same property conveyed to
Kentucky.
In the matter of Paducah Furnit- the Paducah Furniture ManufacturContinued front Page One
ure Manufacturing company, bank- ing Company by Jullend3. Irtitatit and
Receivee Thousand 1)ollises foe Placothers by their deed dated August The ReV. J. R. Henry and Capt., James
rupt, in Bankruptcy.
the came officers being rewarded by
ing ,faati on Sewer Building
)(tiger Will Ha-present Paduesh
John Rock, trustee of the estate 15th, 1891, and recorded le deed
appointments to positions of trust it,
Flagstaff.
Church.
of said bankrupt, having duly filed book 77, page 146, in the Mceracken
the charitable institutions of the
herein a.petitlon, representing that it County Court Clerk's office.
state, Mr. Franks took up the story
All thp above described property,
is,desirable for the beet interest of
that is being circulaSed over the state
improvements
the
said estate to sell at elevate sale the together with all
that A. E. Willson is attorney for the
New 'York, Oct. 22.—Most of New
General
Owensbnria,
Oct.
22.---The
Property hereinafter °described. be• Ithereon or in any wise appertaining Presbyterian
synod of Kentucky will tobacco trust, while the Democratic York craned its neck this week when
property
of
said
except
that
part
lunging to the estate of bankrupt,
convene at the First Presbyterian administration is the friend of the Ernest Capelle received $1,000 for
and the same having come on for hereinafter deseribed, as follows:
church in Oweneboro at 7:45 o'clock growers, and has done great tiling-. seeing up one high ball in publie
properhearing before me, of whieh hearing' Beginning at the corner of
this evening and will remain in ses- for, the farmers of the state. He It was not of the alcoholic variety,
ten days' notice was given by men to ti of Paducah Furniture Manufactur- sion for two days. This will be the showed that Mr. Willson. as attorney however, but the one on the top of
creditors of said bankrupt, now after ling Co. on Third street, also corner first meeting of the synod since the at the Louisville bar, brought a suit the flagpole crowning the forty-two
due hearing, no adverse interest bar- of property known as "Furnace Prop- union with the Cumberland Presby- agaist the Southern Railway company story Singer Melding on lower Broadwith
running thence
for damages to tobacco that was being way, more than seven hundred feet
mg appeared thereat, it is ordered erty," and
terians.
that the said trustee be authorized to'Third street tu a northerly direction
It is expected that abota 175 dele- shipped over the railway company's above the street level. Likewise
sell said real estate as described ut 75 feet to a stake in the line of Third gates wilf be in attendance. The fea- fine. The claim for damages was
Capelle is not a bartender but a
the petition of said trustee, to-wit: street and extending thence for width ture of the opening session will be just one end a Democratic judge In steeple jack, and by reason of his
First Tract: Beginning on tThird 75 feet towards Tennessee river and the annual sermon, which will be de- the lower court and a Democratic teat in finishing off the tallest habit(formerly Locust' street at the cor- with line of Furnace Property to the livered by the Rev. William Porter court of appeals passed on the case able structure in the world, the leadet
ner of the lot once owned by A. Mul- right of way of the Nashville, Chatta- Thurston, pastor of the Cutnberiand and said it was just and should be of his profession, though little more
pa td.
than a boy. The feat for which he
ler and later by Wiliam Grief, being nooga & St. Louis railway, which lot Presbyterian church, of this city.
He said:
receivei $1.000 and
which
was
Prominent Men Coming.
the lower corner of said Muller lot, of ground is on the west side of said
Chaim on F'arniers.
watched by thisusands consisted of
Among the prominent men who will
and which lies between what was at right of way and between said right
"The administration Is making shinning up the steel flagpole which
the date of Muler's deed PaduSah and of way and Third street. Also the be in attendeuce are the Rev. Alexgreat claims for what it has done for swayed like a reed under his weight,
Jersey; thence running at right an- lot of ground on the east side of the ander Henry, of Philadelphia; the
the tobacco growers of the state. If and crowning the remarkable structgles with Third street and with the right of way frontinit 250 feet on Rev. B. P. Fullerton. of St. hotql,
their statements are true, 1 ant truly ure with a gilded ball, which now
extending
from
Tennessee
river
and
the
Rev.
W.
J.
Evansville;
Darby.
of
line of said Muller lot to the Tenglad, for I have aleays been in favor marks the highest point reached by
nessee river at low
water mark: said river to the east side of said the Rev. James F. Dickson, of New of all legislation
lsoking to the in- skyscraping
architects.
Curiously
thence down the river at low water ight of way, and being on the east York; the' Rev. We L. Gelston, of
terest of the farmers of the state. enough Capelle, who went about his
south
of
said
right
of
way
on
the
Philadelphia;
the
Rev.
Mr.
Foster,
of
mark and about at right angles with
is known as the 'Furnace Cincinnati; Mr. Robert E. Spier, of But, suPpose we look Into this mat- perilous task with the utmost coolthe Muller lot 176 feet 5 inches to a by
ter, and se if these fellows have al- ness, did not look like a fly to the
corner at low water mark; thence Property; on the east by Tennessee New York, and the Rev. P. V. Jett- ways been
interested in the farmers gaping multitude below but like a
running from the river parallel with river, on the north and west by said nese. of Kirkwood, Mo.
as much as they claim. Two promi- full-sized man, when he finally gained
the
features
of
One
of
the
synod
ChattanooNashville,
right
of
way
of
the first line and exactlg,176 feet and
will be the address on missions by nent Democrats, one drawing a salary 131 dizzy perch on top of the pole, on
6 Inches therefrom to a corner at a ga & St. Louis railway. The properMr.
Robert E. Speer, at the First from the stifle, the other very high account of the fact that there was
point 158 feet from Third street to ty thus excepted being the same in
Presbyterian church on Wednesday in the councils of his party, told me nothing else in that part of the upper
all
respects
conveyed
Paducah
by
an alley 16 feet wide that runs into
not long since that in the last cam- world to make him look small in
night.
Tennessee street; thence with said Furniture Manufacturing Co. and W
p/Leo of 1903, a prominent Demo- comparison. Perhaps the strangest
The
election
of
trustees
of
Central
alley 146 feet and 5 inches; said al- F. Paxton trustee to the River Land
Universits will take place on Wednes- crat, whose name is under the feature of the whole undertaking was
ley being wallet with Third street: Company on the 18th of May, 191)7,
rooster, to be voted for this Novem- the fact that Capelle had to give
day
afternoon.
thence at right angles 158 feet to reoorded in deed book 80, page 391.
The Rev. Leslie H. Hudson, of the ber, went to New York and solicited bonds to the city not to fall on anymachinery,
engines
together
with
all
Third street; thence with Third street
First Presbyterian church, and the and received $15,000 from the Amer- body, although Si. he remarked it
30 feet to the beginning, being the boilers, saws, shafting, belting, tools Rev. W. Porker Thurston, of the Cum- ican Tobacco company to be used for wouldn't make much difference to
same lot of land in all respects con- and appliances of every kind and de- berland Prenyterian church, say that the Deutocraticc campaign; Beckham, hint If he did.
veyed to the Paducah Furniture Man- scription situated in the plant and they expect the synod to be one of Hager & Company, and that It was
ufacturing company by James W factory of said company which is lo- the most important in the history of used to help elect the Democrats in
Jackson and others by their deed cated on the above described land. the rhumb. The millet will &calcium that campaign. The Georgetown
The trustee will sell said real esTimes (Democratic) has this to say
dated April 1st, 1870, and recorded
on Thursday night.
in deed book "T," page 564, in the tate and the plant thereon together
The Ladies' ternodieal Missionary on the subject:
Beckham is making a plea to
McCracken County Court Clerk's of- sit hall tke property herembefore de- society of the Preebyteriae church
the, country people on the temearthed at public sale, on the 7th day will be in session on Wednesday and
fice.
perance question. but he has
Second Tract: Beginning at a point of November,.1907, to the highest Thursday. This session of the resnever explained how the manon Third street 319 feet above Ten- bidder, for one-third cash and the Winery society promises to be one of
The water on
government
the
agers of his campaign sold out
nessee street; thence up Third street balance on a credit of six and twelve the most important held In recent
auge this morning again showed a
the country people, body and
where said years by the Kentucky Presbyterians.
27 feet 6 inches; thenee at right an- months, at the plaee
ecline, and it is expected that the
soul, to the American Tobacco
gles toward the river 133 feet to an premises are situated, and he shall There will be many prominent people
ow"stage reached last week will be
Company
for
$15.000.
Beckham
for
here who are interested in the' Ws'
alley; thence at right angles down take from the purchser a bond
emaled before this week is out. The
lays great stress in his speeches
the alley 27 feet and 6 inches; thence the unpaid purchase money, payable sionary work who will deliver adOhio river was falling raptdiy yesteron some things the senate inat right angles 133 feet to the be- to himself, bearing Interest at the dresses.
ay all the way from Pittsburg to
vestigating committee did and
The Rev. J. R. Henry and Capt.
ginning on Third street. being the rate of 6 per eent, per annum from
'alto, while the Tennessee was also
said,
but
he
is
as
silent
as
the
same property conveyed to the Pada date until paid, and the purchaser. James Roger will represent the Kenailing from the headwaters to the
tomb about this fact which was
cah Furniture M'f'g Co. by H. A shall have the privilege to pay said tucky Avenue Presbyterian church.
Ohio. The low stage makes it exbrought out in the committee.
mabefore
part
thereof
bond
or
any
Houser and his wife by their deed ,
remely
ifficult for some of the
Will the country, people vote for
dated March 18th, 188e. and record- turlty, and in that event the interest An Imitation Takes for Its Pattern
arger craft to navigate the streams
a
man
who
allows
campaign
his
the Real Article.
ed In deed book 27, page 199. Mc- for the unexpired term of the bond on
managers to take $15,000 from
The It Dunbar due in last night at
There was never an imitation
Cracken County Court Clerk's office. the part Ea paid, shall be abated
this rfreat corporation that the
11 o'clock, did not reach port until
imitatioe.
made
of
an
for
advertised
property
shall
be
Said
Third Trace: Beginning at a point
farmer,* are tighting? .There is
this morning on account of being
Imitators always counterfeit
on Tennessee street Mee feet from sale be the trustee, once a week for
not a 'farmer in Kentucky but
caught in the fog, and consequently,
the genuine article. The gento
said
prior
weeks
at
least
four
an alley; thence with Tennessee
who feels that he Is oppressed
was late in getting away
uine is what you ask for, be. this mornStreet east about 400 feet to low wa- sale, In the Paducah Evening Sun,
by this great tobacco corporang.
cause genuine articles are the
of
Pain
the
city
newspaper
printed
ter mark on Tennessee river; thence
tion, and yet when any one In
advertised ones. Imitation, are
+he Clyde came In from the Tenby notices,
south with the Teirneesee river 200 ducah, Kentecky, and
the legislature wants legislation •
ad.vertised,
for
not
but
depend
nessee river today ahd will receive
printed.
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in
either
written
or
feet; thence west to within 188%
in favde of the tobacco grower
their business on the ability of
freight until tomorrow night before
the Beeklutto henchmen always
feet on an alley; thence north 200 the vicinity of said land and at three
something
dealer
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sell
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the
returning.
premed
the
word
line
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the
feet to the beginning, and being the other public places in the city of Paclaimed to be "just as good"
weeks
for
four
Kentucky,
ducah,
The Saltillo passed up yesterday
that
they
must
not
be
hurt,
besame property conveyed to the Paduwhen you ask for the genuine.
for Bt. Louis. She was lowing a
cause they put $15.000 in the
cah Furntture Manufacturing com- Prior to the date of sale.
makes more profit
because
he
The trustee shall eell said tracts
campaign fund. The only law
arge barge to St. Louis.
pany by Frank M. Fisher and his
on the meditation
a
land separately, and also as a
which ever protected the tobacco
The Royal was in from Golconda
wife•by their deed dated April 7th,
Why accept imitations when
beargrower was the McCain law, and
this morning with a good passenger
1903. recorded in deed hook 71, page whole, and shall accept the bid
you can get the genuine by Insell said
yet Governor Beckham had his
list.
409, in the McCracken County Court ing the best price, he will
sisting?
friends to repeal it and say to
property free from all lien thereon Refuse Imitetineut--(iet What
The Reaper has gone to Caseyville
Clerk's offiee.
You
the tobacco grower that the
for a tow of coal for the Western
Fourth tract: Beginning on Third said liens to attach to the proceeds
Ask For.
buyer could steal ten pounds out
Kentucky Coal company.
street at the corner of a tract of land of sale as they are thereto respectof every hogshead and not pay
Mr. Charles Howard. of Metropolis,
once owned by Joseph Barbour and ive entitled and as the court may
for
it.
Truly
a
great
reformer
accurate
the well known river man, is In Pasold by Flournoy, Jones and Norton adjudge. He shall keep an
to appeal to the farmers of Kenditeah on a visit. He formerly ran
to A. Muller, north eorner of the account of the property sold, to whom
tucky.
out of Paducah on various boats, hut
property owned by the Paducah 'Fur- it Ds sold, and the price received
"If Mr. Beckham and Mr. Hager for the past year has been manager
file
of
niture
Manufacturing
company; therefor, welch account he shall
are so much interested in the tobacco the freight department of the Diafollow
referee
the
day
with
the
on
thence up Third street 1410 feet to a
state,
growers of the
ought they not
LABORING MEN START HIS BOOM to be legislating against this trust mond Joe steamboat line at St. Louis,
stake; thence at right angles run- ing said sale.
Witness my hand this the 3rd day
The Fred Hartweg went to Cairo
ning in a straight line to the TennesIN VIRGINIA•
rather than soliciting campaign funds yesterday after laying over here on
of
October,
1907.
right
see river: thehce at
angles and
from it?
EMMET W. BAGBY.
Sunday.
running down the Tennessee river at
Some Strange- Voter..
in
Bankruptcy.
Referee
The '
Bob Dudley is due in tomorlow water mark 100 feet; thence at
"I ant at a loss to know what the row from Nashville.
'they Insist That He Anew From the
Notice of Sale by Trustee.
right angles and with the line of the
Democratic committee wants with
Ranks of Toilet", and Is In
The John S. Hopkins was In front
Johnson Foundry & Machine Com- To the creditors of said bankrupt and
campaign funds, when it has so many Evansville this morning. The Joe
others:
Sympathy
With
Hire
pany property and the line of the Paexpert election officers scattered over Fowler will be the Evansvile packet
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and
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foregoing
to
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order
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and
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in
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Paproperty conveyed to
the
R.
Raspberry,
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and
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Apple.
Rock
Washington, Oct. 22.—Through
November,
Tennessee for ties.
cab Furniture Manufacturing COM- on the seventh day of
Cedar to the polls; but as the apple
The heavy fog that began at an
pany on Third street, and being the 1907, sell at public sale, to the high- the labor organizations of this city and pear crop is short in Franklin
same property conveyed to the Pa_ eat bidder, all the foregoing described and Virginia a real boom is being county this yellis, they may have to early hour last night and lasted e.
where Bair
&fetch Furnituring Company by Mar- Property on the premises
launched for Secretary Cortelyou as ship them In from Arkansas or some til nearly 9 o'clock th!s morniss
cash and the
Keret Grief by her deed dated August is located, for one-third
where else, and it will need some was so dense that steamboats, which
six and twelve months' head of the ticket In 1908. The local Money to pay freight.
were away front port during that
11, 1891, and recorded in deed book remainder on
the
varto
are
to
appeal
unions
here
in said
time, were forced to tie up until this
General
N.
B.
Hays,
"Attorney
45, page 338, McCracken County time, on the terms expressed
tout; labor organizations throughout
order and decree
your present sttorpey generai, puts morning and wait for the fog to rise
Court Clerk's office.
Paducah, Ky., October 3rd, 1997. the United, States to aid in supporting some very IntefestIng 4uestions to the and, as a consequence, all the boats
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issue
of
the
the
current
him.
In
JOHN ROCK,
state aistinistratIon. this Is Demo- due in Paducah this morning were
on a 25 foot alley 158 feet from the
estate of the Paducah Trade Unionist, labor's official organ eratic authority. and the Democrats several hours late.
corner of Third and Tennessee street:, Trustee of the
In the District of Columbia, an open should take it as good.
Furniture Manufacturing Co.
The R. Dunbar, which was due at
thence on a line parallel with Third
editorial announcement of the plan
"Do you stand for a policy which 11 o'clock. was forced to tie
and
right
angles
street 2,00 feet; thence at
is made. Mr. Cortelyou I.; the choice taker; from the •cornmon sehool fund wait for morning, although they were
joy's Prank Fires Prairie.
188% feet to Second street; thence
Barnesville, Minns Oct. 22.—A of labor, according to the article, for of the state $28,260.84 tc1 pay for a successful in reaching the towhead
at right angles 20e feet to Tennessee
fire is devastating the riorth- the reason that be has come up from lot of teachers' registers and trustees'
prairie
Tennessee
a
on
line
of
street; 'thence
part of WIlkin county, Minn. the ranks of labor himielf, and al- 'record books worth only $3,000? If
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it was evident that to a man they
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Kozy Theatre, Broadway

"PASSION PLAY"
...Life of Christ all week...

Commencing October 21
Is a Saered Drama Founded on the Lifa of Christ as Portrayed in the
New Testament. Every man, Woman and child will not only enjoy
this grand performancee but will be held spell-bound at the sight of
the fascinating and sublime Life Size Moving Picture of our Savior
and the multitude, and thl beautiful surrounding scenes. Every parent and Sunday School Teacher should take advantage of this opportunity to vividly impress upon the children these scenes in the life of
Christ. As Mr. Louis Farrell, manager of the "KOZY," has efurchased this beautiful hand-colored production by Pathe outright, and
as it is the same picture as shown a few wee.s ago, the public is insured the very best production on the market. Entire picture anti
song "Holy City," ver 3,700 feet of picture at each performance. One
tpen from 1 p. in. to 11 p tn.
tour to turn it off.

Special Singers and Music for this
Grand Event.

Renacmhor tin, Holy City Ira
a MOVING PRZTUWE SONG.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

R.eal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous— but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings accounts if left with us six months or longer.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway

FOR CORTELYOU

•

Children Can't
Always Remember

PISO'S CURE

McPHERSON'S

''COUGHS.COLDS

segeemeeem11111111M11111111111111111111P

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited,
132 S. Fourth St.

Both Phones 201
325 Kentucky Avenue.

just below the I. C. incline at the mouth, and the Mississippi front bfoot of Campbell Street. The pilot of low St. Louis to Cairo, will continue
the Dunbar wasmaking an effort to falling during the nest several days
reach the wharf when he suddenly
—If you believe in the future of
discovered that the boat was near
the towhead, and to attempt to get Padteah, you can't doubt the future
out was considered too dangerous to of beautiful Gregory Heights, its
residence
undertake. The boat east anchor to moat splendidly situated
aalt until the morning sun should dietrict.
drive the fog away.
"Elsewhere in this paper," stays the
The Charles Turner left yesterday
Cairo Suit-tin, "appears a very copi- for the Tennessee river,
ous extract from the testAony taken,
before the inspectors at Memphis in
the case of Pilot Clarence Nichols,
which will give the readers a fair
idea of the nature of the MK' as ofMerely developea. It will be seen
of the steamer Misffi
OM
that the officers
sissippi alone were of the opinion
4
that the Hartweg maneuvers were'
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POWDERSsip
Missi
the
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a
other' witnesses,
the
All
stop the
of them practieel river nien, agreeli
by removing tne
1111 11
Ther
pain.
that there was no nanger and the
muse.
IlartWeg did not at any time get
All
close enough to the Mississippi to
Dtogeist'"
render a collision nicely lit came of
eseas[M,./fts-1:•^ -As
tiff\OD 17
,
4D-so-.1117111
accident to the machinery."
-For sale read guaranteed by
Official Fore-rants,
The Ohio front Evansville to Cairn
the Tennessee from Florenee to the
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arTERNOON AND WILIKL,
;benefit of society, to purge the cornTHE SUN PUBLISMIIIICO. , munity of evil, and reform the un-li
ifortuuates, such men will use their CONGREGATION GOES FORTH TO NOT HELD ON CHARGE OF KILLISICORPOIRATICD
T. et FISHER. Prseid At.
power to strengthen their own
ING CHARLIN GRACE.
l'APTURE A THIEF.
11. 1 PAXToN, General Eanalfalle
'sal hold on tbe vicious element,.
Entered at the postottlee at Paducahmolding
'
it to their will and organtia
!By as second class matter.
•
lug it into a compactness that willi
14•PSOCUIPTIONBATHS$
make of it a still more formidable Pastor Suspends Sermon Until His sourt Finds That Ikea., Boy As•uaulted
.11Satin and Davis Acted in SelfTHE DAIL% ElEE
Preple Attend to "Ox in the
influence in the primary and in the:
By earn*, per week
•••
AO'
Ditch."
Defense.
0
By mall per month in advance... asielectiou until finally it will be come.
Fey men. per year, in advanco....SLI10,the deciding factor in all primariesr
THE WEEKLY SUN
Par year, by mall. postage pal& seseand elections, and the vote of Paduo
Address THE BUN. Paducah. Ky. 'cab but a reflection of the will of;
John Davis was dismissed in police
Pitons SU "dives" and the men, who control: Spokane, Wash., Oct. !Y.—While
ogee it $ 'Routh Third
bowed in prayer In the little church court this morning of the charge of
them.
In
that
way
has
all
the
coo
Payne • Young, Chleag a land New
ruption that debases municipal pole!at Crescent Prairie, near here, one maliciously cutting Charles Grace,
York. reprimentatIvea
of the congregation whispered to his colored, the court accepting the verTHE FRYE can he found at tit* follow- ties in this country come up.
Is Paducab eiditig to that level?!neighbor that some one was stealing dict of the coroner's Jury. Davis is
rer places
They
ft D Clements & Ca,
The fact that recently in the Hugh,sacks of grain from an adjoining white, and Grace was colored.
Van Culla, Bros.
Padunear
quarreled
pit
the
word
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at
a
gravel
fled.
In
a
moment
Boyle case, It was necessary for the'
Palmer House.
Evidence
.hnWilhelm,
city to spend e1e0 to employ an out- around the circle and the pastor stop- cah and came to blows.
side attorney and associate him with ,,'' d sOort in his supplicetion, while showed that Grace struck 'Oates in the
the city solicitor in appealing a case; 11`- ranohers gave chase to the ma- head with a heavy stick, and that
they found the wagon with the white boy stabbed in self-defense
UNION
from the police court, that properly !tuesder
from
should have been condm ted by thole double span cli h ogee hitched to it, Grace died yesterday morning
_
_
_ city attorney, indicates the condition'' ''• to k being loaded with grain. the effects of the wound, th knife
Wbee two of the men notified J. having entered his spine.
of affairs In the police court.
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to appear at lhe next term of federal
Both pbones 100. Copeland'a stable, surer and quicker return for yogr une teller's camp. The color scheme!St. Louis.
incorporated
curt to answer to the charge of
Prince
Thontas
Hall
went
to
Mr.
1
419 Jefferson street.
will
be red and %tete.
mon( y7
eeoth gging.
He is suffering from
ton yesterday.
etareeseasli
--Use Soot Destroyer.
censumption and phstectans proDr. Fred G. LaRue, of Southland
-We give you becter carriage and THREE DAYS OF' OPPORTUNITYGypsy Party.
nounce his condition isermus. ComTOMORROW. THURSDAY AND
better service for the money than
The Gypsy social given by the went home yesterday.
FOR SALE
missioner W. A. Gardner ordered his
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Lynch. Mr
FWD:1V.
Daughters of Rebekah last evening at
is given by any transfer company in
fork Island pineetreeesaone
rcleave this morning.
the W. 0. W. hall, on North Fourth Walker ettams and Misses Gertrude
lemon tree, buaaling to balmy(
America. Fine carieages for special
Stes elevated and improved lots at street, was an attractive affair and Gene and Ida Thomas spent Sunday
3-year-old dwarf fig tree. Ring I
occasions on short notice; also eleDeeds F'i
at bone Oak with Mr. and Mrs. 11
old phone.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. auction in beattelful Gregory Heights. was largely attended. Fortune tellGardner
to
W'ootan
W.
A.
John
T.
the ne plus ultra of Paducah resi- ing was a feature of the evening. The L. Shields.
FOR SALE-I have several desirmoperty
Gardnera
iii
subdivision,
$1
-City subscribers to the Daily
Mr. J. W. larakes and family, of
hail was appropriately decorated and I
dence
t ••
able lots on Kentucky liven for sale
Sun who wish the delivery of their
:Shawneetown. Ill., are visiting Mr and other ,considerations.
arranged for the occasion.
I Subscriherm inserting went ads in on reasonable terms. I also have a
•
- - papers stopped must notify our col!Walter (Melt) Frakes.
Musical.
The Sun will kindly remember that farm of 127 acres 10 miles from the
County
Court.
the
requests
direct
lectors or make
Matinee Musical Club.
Mrs. J. L. Wanner left for BrookA musical will be given under the
all such items are to he paid for eity. Will sell at a bargain. See me
Katie
A.
Grogan
was
appointed
to The Sun office. No attention will'auspices of the Trimble street
The Matinee Musical club will'port this morning to Lttend the
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap- at 119 South Fourth. J. P. Holt.
guardian to Kate Grogate
be paid to such orders when given "Home Missionary Solely" for the meet Wednesday afternoon at the funeral of her cousin. Mr. NVilliam
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat..
plying to ( very one nithout excepat 3 o'clock. Riepe.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co
benefit of the church, on Tuesday Woman's club building
tiOIL
iy done. Satiefaction
guarantee&
Marriage
licenees.
ar-1
Mr. C. L. Lander went to Hopkins-Place your orders for weeldlea evening, October 22. beginning at The following attractive Rubenstein
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. Work called for and delivered. One
Shaw.
Turin
W.
P.
Mope
to
Pederewski prngrarn has been
and
today.
invitations at home. The Sun le S o'clock. The following program is
•
ranged by the leaders. Mrs. 'Samuel! Mrs. R. R. Beani and etre 011ie
FOR SALE-A good much and elal is all I ask. James Duffy, South
showing as great an assortment as arranged by Mrs. S H. Winstead:
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
.butter cow; 922 South Fourth.
• H. Winstead and Miss Adah L. Braael-'
Evitts
today
for
a
%Ise
Central
left
to
Wade
Piano duet - Mrs. Lela
you will find anywhere, at prices
l
ton:
"Crowing Over Nothing."
463-a.
'
211TCHELL8
for
high-grade
bicy,City.
much lower than you will have to Lewis( and Miss Courtie Puryear.
I. Biographical Sketch of Ruben-,
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
Piano solo-Miss Mary Scott.
pay elsewhere.
stein and Paderewski-Mrs. Edwin' Mrs. E .W. Beckman went to Ky-106-if RENT- Three counts. Apple property on South Fourth. Three
Vocal
solo-Mr.
rhastaine
relatives.
Robert
tansville
today
visit
to
Rivers.
Soot
Destroyer
--Use
0
.
houses, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
1107 N. Fifteenth.
Male quartet-Mesrs. Chastaine
2. 'Ka mennol Oct row"-Ruben-I The Rev. J. R. Henry and Cale
-Loose Leaf Style in kodak and
between Clark and Adams streets.
-Cheap.
gasoline
boat,
FOR
SALE
Mall.
Koger
left
OwensBagby
and
Scott.
'James
today
for
stein-Miss Caroline Ham.
post-card albums. Something entireWrite to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin,
Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
Coral solo-Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis
3. "The Wanderer's Night Song" boro to attend the slyned of the
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
Box 306, or inquire at Joe BrenViolin solo--Mrs. Robert Clark.
''"-HOUSEHOLD goods for sale cheap
--Rubenstein-Mrs. David Flournoy,Presbyterian church.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
ner's shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentucky
Apply
Farley
street.
Vocal
solo
110
-Mr.
Richard
Scott.
Mr.
Rudolph
Nagel.
the
tobacconand
Mrs
James
Weille.
achave
city for a few months, and I
avenue, for full particulars.
Piano solo-Mrs. Walter Smith.
Dieuce-Pedereweki-e-ist, has gone to New York and will
4. Polieh
quieed an interest in his business and
rOR heatiaa and stovewood ring
WANTED-For U. S. army: AbleVocal solo-Mrs. Caroline Ham.
sail from there on
Miss Isabelle Mohan.
Thursday for
shall look after it for him. Any in437 F. Levin.
bodied unmarried men between age
,
Male quartet-Messrs. Chastaine,
5. a. "Thou Art Like a Flower" Bremen, Germany, to 'iit his parformation with reference to any
- FOR Diti
WOOD, old phon• of 21 and 35; citinens of the United
He will
be gone several
branch of It will receive prompt at- Mall. liagby and Scott. Mrs. S. H b. Asra-Rubenatein-Miss adam1e'ents.
2381.
States, of good character and temDreyfuss.
imonths, and will then go to Brazil.
tention if you will call up The Sun Winstead. accompainist.
500 LOADS dry stove wood for perate habits, who can speak, read
6.
Paper-"The
Pianoforte,
Its
office. Both phones 358. E. J. PaxAdmission 15 cents.
Mr. W. P. Marsh, deputy grand
and write English. Men wanted now
quick delivery. Both phones 203.
Ancestors and Self"-Miss Allee'master of the Anelent Order of Unitton.
ter service in Cuba. For informatioa
Compton.
WANTED-Porter
at
Riverside
'Workmen,
of
Kentucky.
is
in
the
School
led
-Use ligOt Destroyer.
Notes.
apply to Recruting Officer. New Rich7.
"Minuet"-Paderewskireferences.
hospital.
Must
have
good
Mrecity and will remain several days in
-It's very seldom that anything is in some of the primary grades of
mend 'House, Paducah. Ky.
given away these days. But that's the different
FOR SALE--Roll topdesk with
buildings. "Parents' Lela Lewis and Mrs. George B. Hart. the interest of the order. Ile will lae
NIGHT SCHOOL-First month g
what E. Guthrie E Co. seem to be Day" is being featured in a manlier Mr. Emmett Bagby and Mr. Richard at the 1111 Thursday night at the
chair. Apply at this office.
tuition free if you clip and mail or
doing. They offer the Pictorial Re- certain to attract the parents. The Scott.
regular meeting.
FOR RENT-Nine room house. 90 present this notice within the next
view, a monthly magazine for women, tiny children are writing the invitaMr. and Mrs. J. Henry Smith and
foot lot, 414 South Tenth. Modere five days to Draughon's Practical
Neleon-Kneer Nuptials.
for one year free with each cash pur- tions themselves, asking "Dear FathMrs. Lizaie Ezell went to Paragoula
conveniences. J. A. Rudy.
Business
College
Mr. Andrew Kneer, of Paducah. Ark., last night to visit.
(incorporatedl
chase of $5.00 or over. When a re- er and Mother to be sure and come
FA Itii
acres. 314 lt Broadway, Paducah.
FOR SALE-70
Ky.. and
Miss 1.ouise Nelson. of
Old
porter for this paper went into the to our "Parents' Day," on such
Mrs. Toni Puryear and niece, NM'S
gravel road, public school.
J. M. phone 1755 asking for particulars of
Kevil, Ky., were united in marriage Mary Hughes. returned today to their
Guthrie store today there was a large date. The childish notes, e
g
Clarke, 13e9 Jefferson street.
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
crowd of women taking advantage o& such labored care in the neat writing t yesterday afternoon in the parlors of home in Corsicana. Tex., after visif;ng
Sa n g a tenor once.' Shequit at end of moth. owing nothing.
The Halliday, Rev, W. T. Morris, pas- relatives in the city., this generous offer.
TRY
T. C. N1CKELLS' best band
"Well, once would lw about all the
are more alluring to the recipientsi
Mrs. E. G. Nance and Mr. le Ver- people would atand for. 1 guess."- sewed, oak ruled half soles in city for or continue at special rats---14
--I have a complete new line of than any liandesomely,engraxed cards tor of the First M. E. chunch, officiatmonth.
non Nance, of Mayfield, were in the Yonkers Statesman.
--seeencietteg preftertre -any -17Y1114- of which or invitations from the teachers tflg.
durability. Fourth and Washington
The couple was accompanied here city today.
I will stamp for ten cents each. Mrs sould ever be.
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barksby Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Michaels, of
NI:111e 111, Oath t Forfeit Finger),
Mr. and Mrs. R. Brown. of BrookH. Chapin, 216 Broadway.
dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 r. New
Keel', and Mr. L. G. Harris. of FadeNew York. 0.t. 22
Curious Ar..port, are in the city shopping today
beautiful
Gregory
---tCorn pare
Still Hunt Helen MnIoney.
phone 1260.
rah. Afterward Mr. and Mrs. Kneel-,
bit characters scribbled on the be, I,
1
Mr.
\V
T.
Threlkeld,
of
Smithland
Heights with
e famous West End
New York, Oct. 22.-William A. left on theft-wedding trip.- The bride ,
*
SHAMPOOING, hairdressing. scalp fly-leaf of an Armenian bible. eme
city.
incinnatas Walnut Fannine, counset-for Martin Maloney
of St. Louis a
was gowned in a pretty brown clot01" in the
treating, hair dye.ng ami manicuring.?prising, it is said, an oath of nettle:riattions are not whose daughter, Helen, disappeared cost erne.
Mrs. W. C. Kidd and little daughHills and see if tae
Maetie. Dawson. Old phone 2068.
Hon. were introduced in the Toni,
ter, Dorothy, I IO0 Broadway, aralmost Identical; compare their pres- three weeks ago with Samuel ClarkThe bridegroom is employed as a
--ORDER your dry stove wood, loose police court today. This oath, so an
with their son. denied today that Mr. Maloney tailor for Walierstein Bros., at Pa- rived home today from C'aliforna,
ent tremendous prices
that if
and bundled kindling from Johnston- heerpreter said, d(telared
where they spent the simmer.
intended appealtng to Pepe-Pius X
Shamasha Spaul. isiettop of the ArDenker
203._
Coal
Co.
Both
phones
James
Fl,
Ware-is
ill
of maMrs.
to annul his daughter's- marriage to
7 FOR SALE--Four room frame cot- menian ehurch, did not return front
laria at her home. al.) North Seventh
Arthur H. OteTaarbe.
tage. 5_17 Harahan boulevard; modern Armenia before November 1, three of
street.
his fingers should he amputated iv
He said Maloney is still in Londe,
i convenienees. Apply on prentWes.
forfeit. Three of hie archdeacons ar,
.eeking his daughter, who, he think.His Plaint.
FOR RENTNice front room bound in similar fashion. Son'
in the British capital.
Ten full size
It don't seem like a even chance
bath, etc., with or without board months ago the bishop vitiated Ate Osborne was asked today if he had
packages of
How sum has timer than other boys
626 Kentucky avenue.
rium's on a private mission. Befor
{received word from the missing girl
Sum has a lot of close an' toss
1#e says is his wife, but would not
FOR RENT- Fine farm about I he departed he cal bet tes arrhdeaeom
.In sum has paches tat their pants:
-ay.
miles from city. Good house and out :lel turned over to them $400 and a
There's Eastace Brawn- he's got the
Over watch, The bishop and, the
buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T.
•
start
others
then took the oath. The
.
.
E. Lydon.
Burglar With Sentiment.
Of me, his fokes has moar titan
bishop returned, hut failed to find his
New
York,
Oct.
22.--A
burglar
Only
$1.00
CLOTHES
For
cleaned and
pressed mones or watch. So he had detectivamine
%rah sentiment is popularly suppoeed
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The haul the two archdeacons to cow
An' his close an' things Is fine
This is the Assortment.
io be a rarity, but such an one has
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone Magistrate Herman suggested- a else
An' now he's got a pony cart.
Iostle=der
4
been found here, He stole $500 in
1016-a.
25.1
suit and discharged the prisoners.
VentWINO&
. 25e
money and valuables from the aoma
He can't play enny kind of game.
!--- WE ARE NOW
a position to
Toilet Powder . 25.e
captaia
2t;c
Liquid Astiemfils
of Gustus T. Itulend, a sea
At ehinnes, run-twee-run or ball.
maybe It Wit'. NIuriler.
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
th P
• 2Sc
but refused to take the savings ba.
He can't cum up to me a-tall
gads
Chicago papers intimate that son'e
• 35c
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
25c
of Ruland's little daughter, Grae
An' dassent even 'try fee shame;
one in the flat. when D. E. Burch en. 23e
Third.
about $18, or her few jewelry trinkHe jest gets in his cart atadrent
tered, killed Burch and his wife.
FOR
SAI7EConfectionery
'$2.70
Regular retell prise
lets. Instead of ruing the girl's hank
Up fine, his hare dun up in curls,
and fixtures. Good' location. Will
A consignment of the popular
An' goes to play in' with the gunsif you will call it our store today we will hail Fos he left this note on it: "I have a 4
-Tomorow marks the opening of
be to avail yourself of the Sanitol Cntuy•ny's atlas sweet little girl of my own. i hate
sell cheap if sold before 0Elober 18.
An' seems as if they like him best.
introductory offer of ten standard toilet preparstiola
the auction sale of eight hundred
Ludlow
Hats,
i
n
the
new
Address
A.,
care
Sun.
four.
of
lei the listed price
to be in this business. hut I ant combeautiful residence
high and dry
--FRANK JONES-The musician and sit-es. In Gregory Heights, far
I theist she %resent that away
London Brown, both in derpelled to. My regards to the baby."
up
Until she dropt the handkerehief
barber, is now with Avant & Morton, above the malaria and mosquito sone
bies and a swagger soft hat.
skorned
my
then
an'
Per
Eustace
404
Broadway, ahd would be pleased quickly and easily reached by direct
Daughter of Booker T. to Wed.
grief
to see all his old customers. For muThey represent the very latest
Mass., Oct. 22.---- Miss Porstreet cars.
We have all these prepa- tiaBoston,
At Susle's party yesterdase
sie call old phone 991-a.
Marshall Washington, only daugh
An' now 0/he'll ridin' in his cartrations in stock a n d ter of Booker T. -Washington, the ne- in hat styles, not shown beFOR RENT-Fu7nistied front -romb
-The fart that your %mail ad, in
1' gess Ile just go off an' die
fore this season, and not to
le engaged to marry
with all conveniences. No other clemeitied makes it as easy to find as a
know them to be of ex- gro educator,
cunt an' cry
sheea
then
An'
maybe
W. Sidney Pitman, a negro architect
roomers. Three and one-half squares big ad.
be had elsewhere. Ludlow
To think' about my busted hart. ,
cellent quality.
,from postoffice. Address J. A., caro
of Washington. The wedding is to
--Lee Shippey.
hats are the best hats made for
Sun.
take place on Ostober 29 at TuskeIt will help the world wonerfula
gee. Miss Waheington returned a few
FaiTRA'YED or stolen; cream col- when we can make virtue as inter
"I suppose you will be glad whet(
weeks ago front Berlin, ;where she
ored Jersey cow, left horn tione. Fr eating as vice already is
Congress assembles again?"
'spent two years in studying musk
rewardareterfi to Williams"'grate y.
'"Not exactly glad." answered the
and German.
Rowlandtown. or 'sil new phone
statesman. "But of course, we must
...s.
436-h.
expect to 'epee& soMe -GPM In letting
All the pa
- tent medicines amd
Wreck Victims Improve.
PUtILIC DANCE-to be taven Wed - toilet articles advert;sed in this
:material for new books and lectures"
, Engineers Herring and Galvin who
mettles' night. October 23, at the Red
Washington Star P,
,
1 41/6//0V
paper are on sale at
were hurt in the N., C. & St. L.
13rugglartss
Men'i hall by Rodney Ftelds and 011ie
ESTA LI SHIA) /448
McPherson's
Store
wreck, are reported slowly improving
Houser, Right merited to reject any
The fan exports of China amount
Fifth and Broadway Opp.Palater House.
Fourth and Broadway.
object
at Riseralde hospital,'
to 1 1,Ono lice ri year.
chartirtern.

Votter's

And. Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

inøIeum

This is a True
Sot and Gas
Burner.

A

IOCAL NEWS

1-e

!I 25 to $75.00

1

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

GEO. 0. El -tRI & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

Special Offer

mil116(,
shit
c•rey,
Just
Received

Ally doctor will tell
you why it's best to
have Underwear pure
wool.

Every doctor will
tell you the Dr. Jeagees sanitary wool is
the best.
We have it for men
and women.

pitora,fre

$3.00.
coo
pko
lfrif

We are their agents.

Drug

TUKSiDAY,(WTOBIOt 22.*

*ICE PADUCAH RITENING MTN.

PAGIM ROL

To Heat
a Cold Corner
Don't sit in the cold—a' touch
of a match—a steady How of
genial warmth and in the corner that's hard to heat you1!
have real solid comfort with a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

SOME OBJECTION
TO INTERURBAN

0
0.4000.4:

Second Streset Merchants Bar

Way to Broadway
teelimences for eateries and Street
('air F•gidi•rii suggested and Many
Reverie 'Levee% ed.

COUNCILMEN HOLD A

MEETING

(Equipped nit! Smokeiess Delia)

Tuberculosis
is not confined
to the lungs—
it may affect
any weak ‘pot. And
a damp variable climate helps it along.
Strengthen your
weak spot with
Scott's
Emulsion
Its cod liver oil
makes flesh and enriches the blood. Its
hypophosphites invigorate the nervous
system.

IMMUNITY FOR
COURT
TAYLOR A MERE
CAMPAIGN CARD
The Clinton Gazette, a Democratic
paper, in discussing the offer to grant
Oov. W. S. Taylor immunity from arrest it he should return to Kentucky
to testify in the Powers case, says:
"The offer by Mr. Franklin and Gov
Beckham of immunity from arrest if
he would come to testify in the Powers case was a mere campaign card
It seems to have been made through
the public press and not pro forma
to Mr. Taylor himself. We have no
patience with such cheap methods le
politics. We protest against the be
of Goebel's assas.sination by
such politics. Better the oases against
Powers and Taylor were dismissed
than that the crime of crimes in Kentucky's history should•be made a play.
thing of by cold-blooded politicians of
the breed that flourishes In Kentucky

DECIDED
IN HIS FAVOR

Cooper Fought to Retain Formula Which
Has Made a Fortune.
Among matemente obtained recenttL. T. Cooper, the mau who believes
that is
that 90 per cent. of all ill health of ly from users of this medicine
discussion is
this generation Is caused by stomach arousing sueh universal
trouble, is fast winning a national one front Mrs. Emma Stanley, living
Boulefaith in his theory. Ills claim is now In Chicago, at 713 Washington
admitted by a surprising number of vard, 'who said: "PerllatAi I had the
Cooppeople throughout the country, and most complicated case that Mr.
troubled
be is gaining new adherents every er had to deal with. I Was
for years with my stomach. I consultday.
patWhile speaking of his success in a ed with doctors and took many
rewithout
preparations
medicine
ent
recent interview, Mr. Cooper said: "I
.a
believed ten years ago that any one sult. My stomach was in such
who could produce a formula that wretched shape that I could not enwould thoroughly regulate the *m- joy a meal that I ate.
"I was very nervous, and could
ach would have a fortune. When I
,sleep; I had a roaring in my
got hold of this formula I knew with- hardly
and dancing spot. before my
ears
and
right,
was
I
that
months
in six
that my fortune was made. I called eyes. I felt very bad and weak. Then
the medicine Cooper's New Discov- there 16116 a very sore spot at Lhe pit
ery, although I did not get up the of my stomach that nearly wet inn

First reading was given an Ord -peace granting the Southern Electr.c
AU dragnets , Sea &Ad $1.00.
Railroad company a right-of-way over
Paducah streets to Second and Broadway by the board of councilmen last
night. There was some opposition to bilis, sentries, etc was filed.
Ordleances.
the road coming on Second street between Jefferson street and BroadOrdinance for improving Faxon
street from Thirteenth to Fourteenth
way.
The solicitor was instructed to pre- street. Second passage.
is the best allThe
Ordinance for improving Clark
pare at once an ordinance fixing salround lamp made.
aries of city officials for next year. street beyond Tenth street. Second
Lguipped with
formula. I helve owned it, however wild.
Other matters acted - on were prince- reading.
latest improved central draft burner. Made of brass
"I heard about the Cooper mediResolution releasing the Aetna In- today."
pally routine.
for over three years. I have had one
demnity company as -bondsman for
throughout. nickel plated. Just the light to read
Councilman Herzog was absent.
lawsuit over it, which I won in the cine and decided to try it. I used
Minutes of the last regular ineetine the Independent Telephone compant,
by—bright and steady. Every lamp warranted.
courts. When it was settled The four bottles, and the improvement in
SOUTH TRIMBLE'S LETTER
which has now gone out of existence.
were adopted.
Cooper Medicine Company became ply case has been really wonderful,
II your dealer doesn't tarry the Perfection Oil
-4—
Mayor Yeiser was authorized to First reading. The title was suspendonly firm in the world that can My nerves have been quieted, and I
the
Heater and Rayo Lamp. write our nearest agency
tint
its
on
The Herald printed
elven.
age
pas
ed
six
for.
and
second
$3,000
for
note
a
renew
the medicine. The prepara- am so mtoth improved that I feel like
prepare
Inc deseriptsve eirtu'r:r.
morning a letter saal
Ordinance granting the Southern page yesterday
months. Money was used with sethas
sold like wildfire wherever a new woman.
tion
COMPANY
STANDAE.'I OIL
tling with the General Electric com- Electric Railroad curnpapy the right- to have been written in Ins by South intrAuced. As I have said before
"I cannot say toor much for these
Ita•...wporatee
of-way from Tennessee and Twenty- Trimble, Democratic nominee for
pany.
It is successful simply because, it wonderful remedies, for they have
Extension of water mains on North fifth street north on Twenty-fifth lieutenant governor of Kentucky. The puts the stomach in perfect shape. made me well."
...am Twelfth street was reported complete street to Harrison street. then east to document, inviting a Democratic elec- then nature does the rest. There are
We sell the Cooper m:adlcines and
and.fire hydrants ordered placed on !ow water mark on Harrison street
bethem well worth a trial by
consider
complaints
never
of
number
any
to
himself
lend
to
fair nurses were Inclined a little to the rental list.
‘TINIENTAL ItUittilAlt,
then from Harrison street on Fourth tion commissioner
associated with storriach trouble any one afflicted with chronic stomirk olity--inclined a late 'o flirt with, Residents on Vt'aehington street, street south to Madison street, then Improper purposes to insure the elec- fore
that the medicine, has alleviated in ach trouble and its attendant disIlefuteet to Take saving. Baia; or the aillag young soldiers in their ,be,yond the railroad shops, requested cast to Second street and on Second tion of the Democratic ticket, is so thousands of eases."
eases.--W. B. McPherson.
charge,
\WM
an extension of water mains. Ite- street to Broad e ay was read. This is pertinent that it needs no further eluLittle Girl In Hi/e•e 111. IPibbeti.
he
that
felt
soldier
Mr.
a
when
which
of
"Now,
part
to
the
cone
measure
water
burglar
and
light
the
A
to
ee
,ferred
Oet
York.
Nt a
well calculated to stand
is
It
cidation.
what is right,'In time they come to
gilts for the Week.
Golden Ti
I. Nauheim objected.
with bee:intent is supposed to Le a yes et% the mend, a flirtation with a mate,.
own merits, to liken,
Mr. Nauheim suggested making the strictly on its
Monday —The very best business like doing it
rarity. but such a man ha. beer.pretty twee was delightful, but when, Mayer Yelser notified the board
loudly and
for a than to be in is his own.
found here, lie stol, ssite ei money ,Itis wounds were troublesome, then that the city's coal contract with the terminal Jefferson and Second streets, its own cause, to speak
and valuables from the home of Gus- gallantry was a thing that he was West Kentucky Cal company has which would compel, passengers to often during the current campaign.
A:hums Drove Rats Away.
Tuesday—sIt's a wise sou that
!expired. He was authorized to ad- walk but one block to reach Broadlas T. Ruland, a sea captain, but re- hardly up to.
The spectacle of a candidate for the knows he knows lee* than his own
The beating of snare drums has
fused to take the savings bank of
"And indeed it was Bald that some-ivertise for bids for coal for another way. and leave their business block high office of lieutenant governor, • father.
been found efficacious by Newton W.
unhampered.
Ruland's little daughter. Grace, about times a pretty nurse in this hospital year.
minds Rush in clearing out a rat-infested
blustering
By
governorWednesday-the
makes
which
position
Attorney Flournoy stated that Sec$18, or her few jewelry trinkets. In- would come to a favorite soldier and. A raver from Lena
Williami
for culpable farm. He lives on the old Peter
ship within reach, in case of death or tact is easily mistaken
stead of rifling the girl's bane, he left !ma him lying with closed eyes, as asking To
. r a fair assessment of her ond street is the only street on which
Shields farm. The rats were so nuin action,
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own. I hate to be in this business. "'Too ill to be nursed today. John property is assessed much lower.
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but I aril compelled to. My regards eutith.• "-- Indianapolis Star.
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about unsanitate conditions at Elevdrums about the house and farm
city has no right to open a pathway poses of the machine, is one which vate life what 10111114,1s to ertists.
-Ito you have the "heat store h' enth and Jefferson street, and the
tAildings, causing the rata to scateonwell
to
from the' Illinois Central shops
the voters of Kentucky may
.
Too Ill to be Nursed.
Saturday—It's a pity we can't keep ter. Rush said he .has not seen a
:town" in your line—and still allow canning factory being remedied, was
mots' Judi. filed. He stated that offal from the Jackson or Clark streets, because it template with alarm.
our good resolutions by placing them lett about the place since.—Wasring"The late Ettenop Fitzgerald." saidlsomeone elite to advertise
Is private property. Employes of the
do?
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It is true that South Trimble was not In cold storage.
than
canning factory cannot be carried off
ton, Pa., Cor, to the Phdadelphia
a St. Louis man, "once presided at (+web'
mud asked the city to open such a
Sunday—If people resolutely do Record.
Isewers unless sewers.be "opened no.- pathway. The report was Med.
a candidate for lieutenant governor in
this season of the year at the gradu-,
cotton exercises of a 'isms of nurses I Pollee Inspector—"How tnueh do Mayor Yeiser thinks that rotten to1899, but he was then South Trimble
Street Car Fenders.
lie told the young women a Store that erne value the stolen boots ate" Own- matoes should not be dumpd into the
An ordinance providing for fenders as he is now South Trimble, with the
er—"I paid six roubles tor them: sewers, and recommended that the on all iktreet cars was referred to the
pleased them mirhtily.
same motives, the same mind, the
two rou- 1matter be looked into, and if the tic"He said that during qiir war with , they were mended twice at
board Rt aldermen.
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chanicsburg was referred to the
referred.*
and. Aire presume, tbe same tactics.
board of public works.
an ,11 a corpe, in fact, as the young
Mayor Yeiser suggested that tile
Several deeds and ,transfers to lot, It Is not for the people to presum.
Lidice ranged before him would have
If all women were divine there
city let a contract to burn garbage. In Oak' Grove cemetery were ratified.
would be more masculine divinity
made.
that he South Trimble of 1899 Is any
since it is impossible to damp It into
H and M. J. Friedman asked o
'But it me.
•ed that •'
the river channel during high water, a refund of $6 taxes paid on property different than the South Trimble or
Steam Boiler,
except at an expense of building a they claim they do not own. The 1907.
Fire.
fill. The matter was referred to a matter was referred to the board of
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Lite,
Witness what the former congresscommittee composed of ,Councilman tax supervisors.
Plate Glass,
Accident,
in
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have
man is alleged to
Foreman, Lackey and Van Meter.
Cargo,
Health,
Hernial' Friedman asked for a re- 1109:
Mayor Yeitter suggested that more fund of $8 paid in taxes on property,
Hull,
Liability,
haste be exhibited In arranging to at Eighth and Clark streets which hel "Our county is all right—safely
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committee by the illness of Solicitor for defective sewerage in Herman! tent, unreliable Republican
'Campbell, who is a member of the Friedman's residence. end recom- have to be appointed. The right e
Campbell Building, Peiductit-i, Ky.
',committee. Solicitor Campbell prone- mended that the city not remedy thel the Republicans to indicate who shall'
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iced to call a meeting at once
aesesummimmosim
defect. Friedman claimed that . a!
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sioners will
A remonstrance was received from hack into his cellar. He threatens to; e lit will or tne city
tI. Nauheim and other Second street sue'for damage if the city does note "I would not do it, I could not conwholesale merchants against giving act immediately in .remedying the! scientiously do so, and I know that
a right-of-way to the Southern Elec- defects,
you would not; therefore, my advice
Councilman Lackey suggested al to you is to refrise to act,
trk Railroad company or any other
car or railroad company on Second ordinance fixing city officiate' salaries.
"I had a •-.1k with Judge Pryor on
street between Jefferson street and The committee was ordered to draft the subject, and he said that if you
Broadway. They think that cars vri!: such a measure.
would refuse to act he would appoint
interfere with haullfig on that street, 'The board of public works was in- anyone that we might indicate, which
frightening horses and compelling structed to string a street light ati would be pen Marshall. You know
wagons to "hug" the sidewalk, which Nineteenth and Broadway where the Ben is so partisan that he thinks anywill inconvenience shipping. The e car tures.
thing is right that helps the DemoCouncilman Van Meter suggested I crats."
declare it will mean a loss of much
the puteicl
was repairing the levee at
business. , The
remonstrance
He would not do it because, as he
eharf. He states that large stones says, he could not conscientiously do
flied.
Mr. Nauheim
spokee He came often throw horses down and injure so. A fine high-class sense of morals!
He could not do It, but he could have
from the merchants and stated he an, them. The matter was referred.
The board of public works was, others do it. He could not do it, but
his colleagues are in 'favor of interurban lines entering the city, but not inerruceed tosremove pole.; from Boyd' could urge another man to he a party
whe-e it will mean a detriment to street that street work can proceed. 1 to the offense. He could not do it,
City Solicitor Ca,mpbell was in- but he could conceive and devise the
business. He declared that now. with
structed to prepare ,an ordinance fix- scheme.
RO ear lines on the street, traffic is
often Worked and with a car iine ing city officials' salaries by Thursdayl Meanwhile, Governor Beckham and
S. W. Hager, the candidate for goverthey would be unable to load. would night.
nor, are preaching the doctrine of relose a great deal of "country trade"
MINI' WAIT TOO LONG.
form, of good government and honesty
or abandon that district. Ile beggsd
In office. Governor Beckham poses as
the board not to grant the right-ofSays This Hotne-Made, Helpful Mix. a reformer of Louisville and indorses
ISouth Trimble. Hager promises good
titre Should Be Used Promptlie
Attorney J. C. Flournoy represent.
A well-known authority states that, government with South Trimble preed the Southern Electric Railway and
the senate. The Demoreplied to -Mr. Nauhelm. He stated backaiehe and pains in the loins are' siding over
ticket offers clean government
that his climet desired to come down only too often the danger signals cratic
alleged author of that letter
Third street 'as stIgge3ted by Mr. which notify' the patient that some-;with the
the second highest office
for
running
Nauheim, but that Mayor Yelser thing lit wrong with the kidneyll,'and
'within the gift of the people of KenStamped
his' &semi:oval because warns every one to be careful, partue.ice
Third street is a fliled street carrteng ticulerly at this period of the year,
What choice is there left to the
the mats sanitary sewer, and a car when the skin pores are closed, forcAs the Government Stamp will indivoters! On the one hand they are
do
double their
line mia,ht damage it in time. He ing the kidneys to
unoffered a ticket teeming with the
cate. Purity of the
stated that the rodte Of the road had work of filtering the impurities and
wholesome stench of mismanagement,
ben carefully mapped, and that Sec- poisons frOto the blood and system.
corruption and machine politics, while
ond street is the only street on which
At the first sign of backache or pain on the other they are offered a ticket
the road can come into Broadway. in the region of the kidneys, or weakheaded by Willson and Cox, a ticket
"If you refuse us a route pn Second ness and urinary trouble, the follow- of men promising a clean administrastreet then I :ask you to refuse this ing simple home recipe should be tion and proposing to give a clean adgrant," Attorney Flournoy stated. As used. Any one can easily prepare it: ministration when elected.—LouisvIlle
And
to the damage it might cause merFluid Extract Dendelion, one-half 144rald.
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chants. he thought it was exagger- ounce; ompoUnd
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ated. Mr. Flournoy cited where the Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
AGE!) FARMER KILLED.
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Take .a teaspoonful after
road would be a benefit to protesting trances.
merchants.
each meal and at bedtime. struck Over the Head By Man With
A refund of $75 paid by Will ReyAny good Prescription pharmacy
Whom He Had Quarreled.
nolds- for .a coffee house licenee was will supply there three ingredients
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
Prineeton,
Ky.. Oct. 22 --Jeff
ordered.
at small cost, which can easily be
Enforcement of an ordinance pro- mixed by shaking well in a bottle. Prewitt, an aged farmer, was struck
and medicinal purposes, and you can
hibiting . hacks- from steittling on Few people seem to know the' value carer the head and killed In this county
In
the
not secure anything superior. Sold
Otter
Pond
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In
ceimmen
remedies
the
Broadway was ()Morel.
of these
during el quarrel *4th. Rob 'Wile,'
'A 'petition,' iiiking that' barbecue treafinett-Ot-tife kidney". Tiris
most eyeryvvhdre;
th.er farmer. The men were returnpreocription, when taken as di
venders working on the streets, be
made to pay a restaurant licenve was rected, will regulate the urine, clear ing home when they became involved
fluid. It is from restaurant prn up and remove sediment. overcome in a quarrel. Mills claims Prewitt
prietor•
hierk pains and cleanae the entire shot at him vstl he struck Prewitt,
Finance Report.
kidney structure, corretting bladder knocking him down. Mills was held
without bail.
Tim finance committee's report
troublee in just a Itttie
Just what you need to help out in
a, cold snap Of between seasons.
NU smokr— no smell—no bother
—it's the SMOICtieS3 Jr-eke that does it. As easy to
uperate and clean as a lamp. Brass font holds
4 quorts--gives intense heat for 9 hours. Finished
in nickel and japan—r.cry healer warranted.
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ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
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DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER?

If not is it because a coal
range keeps the kitchen.
warn? We have a Coke
HeatingAttachmentfor gas
stoves that does the business
only costs

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

$8.

AMERICAN=GFRAAN NATIONAL BANK

Burns Coke and saves a
double stove equipment in
your kitchen. Then think
of the saving in expense
with the present high prices
of coal.

NINE SUMMERS OLD

Early Times

Jack Beam

Think it over -then call on us and look it over, then get it

The

Paducah Light & Power Co.

for

•

tilE PADUCAll EVENING SUL

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Disease3.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doees give relief, and one bet
will eure any ordinary case of Kidney or bladder trouble. Removes
Seminal
II ravel, cures Diabetes,
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
both
Me Kidneys and Bladder in
Men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per boa ,
in the no cure no pay basis
by MCPiterson's Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, eels agent for Pathssoh, or *eat by mall upon receipt of
price by Lark Modlatua Co., Louie1111s, Ljr.

4

"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
Is a phrase unknown to us. And yet
consumption is driving thousands into rile in far-off California or some
other distant land. Before you submit to being exiled. give EntulsoHypo a thorough trial. It has cured
many at home among their loved
ones. Phytdclans endorse it. Six hotties 0.00 from your druggist.

Biliousness
•

•'I have used year valuable Ceeearets and find
Weal perfect Cooldn't do wIthons them. I beve
seed teem t•.r wine t.ree for iedigestion and tol.
.ourness slid am now ei.mpletaly cured rt*CoSI•
°Iwo tried. you will
mend thew to
u•*er be without thew in Sii• tinily.''
Matted A. Nara. Alliway. N.Y.

*

Pleassat, PaiMahts. Pabst Team Good De GO(.11,
Novo, Siohos, Weakee or Gripe. No. hello. Serer
sold is hulk. Tlas getialue tabiet abased (,CC.
Suaranseed so care or your Nosy baelt.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. des

ANNUAL SALE. TEN IMO.BOXES
MEN AND WOMEN.
V.. Dig Altar onnatoral
Obselsargasoalatainstions,
irritations or alcoratioal
of mucous membrases.
Paiales, sad sot sates.
sant Or 1•01.00000.
NIA by laregallallas
Cr est in plain wrepper.
by •spreee. prow& tot
5th.
, or bo.ties
seat on mosetag

KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

(10U8118

FOR

sorl&IC$703.

Taal Bottle Free
Me/0L
ANO ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATIOPACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
vistad

R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 842.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 trefoil Si.

A Rock In the Baltic

Keep Your
Bowels Open

DECEMBER -6,

Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35. Oct. 19th and 20th
return
Oct. 27t1i--Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points In, the south and southwest, including New Orleans
Houston. San Antonia. Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirti days.

Jamestown, Va. — Exiksition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. l'otu.h
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information,, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Tiekat Cf5ce
R M. PRATHER,
Arent Union Depot

tad...toed by Bashes' Men. loattooratel. $300,000.00 Caine!
2, Callqts in 14 States. he,. F. Prsegbee, rrel.
Reliable
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CATALOGUE
PRACTICAL
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By ROBERT BARR,
keeping their bowels open. Regular
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a tunnels College, who will at hare
b ort
bowel action is half the battle of health. National convention
will Marlatilp, Arltionetio, Telegra ply% , liter CLIP and send this notice (utentioning this
_ofcub.. of
mans
People who have a tendency to conIrrInati. Low, Mochanical biasing, Lust- ' paper) to liraughon's eracticataus.Coilege:
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." "Tekla," "In the Midst oi
Shortly Ile An nouneed—TIve
stipation must of necessity use..something
Alerma." "Speculations at Jobe Steele." "The Victors."' Lie..
PADUCAH, Si 4 BROADWAY;
itequirentents.
to help nature along. This should not
be a violent aid like salts or purgative
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis,
weeere, cathartic pals or powders, but a
Copyright. ISM. by Robert Barr.
Sy Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.
seitip liquid that will ell the intestines
Sometinws He Isn't.
d membranes that it comes in contact
A Monster Site.
Witetengton, D. C., Oct. 22.—The
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•reter teemed,for met day, and then the Tess.
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Now lenient suddenly recalled it.
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of the western world.
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At sight of the old man's lean. uniJack became more and more agitated.
Mel Smith visited in Golconda on eh i nes, ilretrsands of years old.
front
among
the
formed
figure
riirte
"I say, Alan. foeus your eyes on that
World Today.
Sunday.
•.FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
rest (Acre wasevisible excittaueut and
man at the rudder. I think my sight's
Mrs.
Cora
is
visiting
her
Austin
STEAMER CLYDE
surprise ithaara the lattech. The off!.
failing me. I.00k closely. Did you
rap "In" -rant ROIL for resotta
--eer saluted and ordered the engine mother. Mrs. Murphy.
ever see him before?"
William
Leaves
ticah for Tennessee River
LaCroix.
of
Paducah
might
hear
plainthat
be
more
stopped
quite
am
not
"I think I have, but
Every 'ednesday at 4 p. m.
spent Sunday with his mother.
ly.
lure."
J. A. Jones visited in Golconda
"Lieutenent," repeated tle• governor.
"Why, be looks to me like my jovial
V. W. WRIGHT\
Master
'I ion suunneued aboard his highness Sunday.
and venerable father-in-law, Captain
i I GENF:
tee eleand Delo. Vladintire; yacht. You
Dave Miller, who is working with
Clerk
Kempt, of Bar Harbor. Perfectly abOffice 205 S. Fourth St.
preeeeit to the harbor aud await a bridge gang at Golconda, spent
surd, of course, it can't be."
Office Housi•:
This company Is nete responsible
my return to the lock. There has been Sunday at home with his family.
"He does resemble the cetptalm but
lite 10 a. rm.
2 ro 4 p. rn
for invoice charges unit.* collected
a matiuy among the gamesome, but I
Both Phones 270
Ernest Copeland vialteel friends in
I only saw him once or twice."
by the clerk of the boat.
heve quelled it."
Gelconda Sunday. ,Mr. Copeland was
"Hooray. Captnin Kermit! How are
I
Special excursion rates from PaduTty...• officer saluted nee:a, gaNe an formerly a bank cashier there.
you?" shouted Jack across the watere.
order, and the launch's nose pointed
leah to Waterloo, Fare for the reitn d
The captain ralood hie right 'hand
Mina Rita Mizell, of Joppa, is visitfur the reek.
trip $e.00. Leaves Paducah every
and waved It. but made no attemflt to
"Governor," oleserved Emmett as the Mg Miss Tony Copeland.
, Wednesday at 4 p. m.
cover the distance with his voice Jack
John Berry and wife took in the
old man stank again into his seat,
rab peihnell down the stein. and Drum
. I tVoodrnen excursion
to
Golconda
"you've earned your passage to Stock'
mond followed in more teleurely fashholm. You need not work for it."
.% NSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
ion. The boat swung around to the
I
Bennie Schroeder ireturned
to
umno LINE.
landing, and Captain Kempt cried cor(To be continued In next beene.) Vienna tsoday to resume his studies
(incorporated.)
dially:
in telegraphy. He WAS compelled to
"Hello, prince! How are you? And
come home on account of illness
EV 1NSVILLE-PADUCAR PACKET,
'
that's Lieutenant Drummond. Isn't It'?
ROGERS' LIVERWORT Mrs. Lizzie Richardson, of New
Last time I had the pleasure of seeing
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
"Won't you take me with your"
Columbia, is visiting Mrs. Belle Gur(Daily Exmld Sunday.)
you. Drummoud, was that night of the
For the complete cure of Coughs, Colds,
y and other relatives.
ball."
I would not condemn my worst enemy Asthma. and Brmschits awl •11 Long m •
01 into leading' to Consumption, Ltratrwort,
Mrs. Susie Cagle, of New Columbia
Steamers Joe rotate? and John S.
"Yes." said Drummond. "I was very to a perpetual life on this rock. And Tar and Wild Cherry hsve for acts main.
tamed an e.tablisbed reontatton as a tsndard visited
V
here Saturday
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evansmtled to see you then, but a hundred you've been pretty decent to us, ac- Cough
harmRerfOy., It contain* DO °Mum of
_Mr. Charles
Gebaurer
vele and way landings at 11 a. m.
cording to your lights. Jump aboard, fat drng eon he owes with safety
returned
Pciciuc-alF1
times happter to see you today."
to chi diem
Price CPO. Sold by Alvey & Li t.
'home Sunday after a few days' visit
"I was just cruising around these we've no time to waste."
wintams MT'Co., trope., Cleveland,0,
Nor did the governor waste time In
uith his father in Golconda.
waters in my yacht, and I theught I'd
THE STEAMER 1)IC7K FOWLER
take a look at this rock you tried to obeying. The others followed, and
Mrs. Charles Gebaurer has a pose
I Leaves Paducah for Cairo and woe
Did
Point?
He
See
the
the
boat
shoved
a
off.
But
scarcely
had
obliterate. I don't see any perceptible
(ion as an attendant in the asylum
.andings at 8 a, m, sharp, daily, exthe oars caught the water when around
"
.
There is a tbeght young woman of at en
cept Sunday. Steele; excursion rates
Menage done, but what can you ez- the
promontory came a Inrge nian-o'• the official set in Washington, who.
There seems to be a ghost in
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
oect from British marksumushipr
war's launch, a rapid fire gun mounted at a public function this winter found
and return, with or without meals
Franklin
park.
Reoen:ly
ilarte
ft Ittenek the reek On the other side,
nu her bows. She was manned by herself much bored by the attention
captain. I thiuk your remark is unamid room. Good music and table unSteers and others claim ti have seen
about twenty men in Russian police of a fresh young man, the son of r.
kind. especially as I've just been praiscu
it. it does not appear, however,
uniform.
senator from a southwestern state, when it is watched for.
ing the watennanship of your men."
For further information apply to
"From
the
'tramp,'" commented
Soon after his introduction to the 1"Now, are you boys tired of this sumS.
A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
large
crowd
of
colored
people
Alan excitedly. "And her gun is young woman, the fresh youngman
mer resort?" asked Captain Ketupt.
I :liven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
from Cairo and Paducah was here
trained on me"
proceeded to regale her with a story Sunday to attend the dedication of
"Is your baggage checked. and are
Irowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Ore..
"Get down to work!" shouted Jack
you ready to go? Most seaside pieces
of some adventure in which he had ,the colored seminary.
and
'
to the Strnining oarsmen.
..
are deserted this time of year."
figured as hero. His listener, a re-.
I Herschel Lawrence and his mother
"No user' groaned Ketnpt. "She'll
"We'll be toady in a moment, capmarkably well-bred girl, was as much
cross within a hundred yarde of us.
•1 it'
k
tain," cried his future sou-In-law. "I
surprised as he could have wished'
,
The Th ree States brought a large
must run up and get the governor. rbere's no alleging at such close range thoughnot in the same way.
crowd of colored people up from
We've put a number of men in prison and on such a quiet sea. What a fool
"Did V011 really do that?" she askCairo and Mound City Sunday.
here, and they'll starve if not released. I was to"ed not knowing what etee to say.
'
The launch was indeed bearing down
The governor's a good old chap, though
"I done it!" was the proud reThe Erentn)z Sun- -10c. a week.
he played it low down on use a few
sponse of the fresh young man; and
214-213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
days ago," and with that Jack disaphe began forthwith another lengthy
peared up the stall u ay -owe more. , •
narative, more startling even than
"Had a OBI delivery here?" asked
the first.- The young woman again
the entente
politely expressed her surprise.
"Well, something by way of that.
"Yes," said the hero; that's what
The prince drilled a hole in the reek.
I done!"
and we got out. We've put the garrt
A' third story followed, with
out in pawn, so to speak, but I've been
Pr "I done it"; whereupon the girl
Worth of the famous
mighty anxious these last few days
remarked:
because the sailboat they had here and
"Do you know. Mr. Blank, you re18 BY
two of the garrison escaped to the
mind me so strongly of Banquo's
mainland with the news. We were
ghost In the play?"
anxiously watching your yacht, fear"Why?"
ing It was Russian. Jack thought it
"Dona you remember that Macwas the czar's yacht. How came yen
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
beth said to the ghost, 'Thou eanst
by such a craft, captain? Splendid
not
say
it!'
I
del
"—October
Lippinlooking boat that."
cott's.
•
INCORPORATED
"Oh, yes, I bought her a few days

A,Cvnglinellirsho.

FREE

HENRY 1AMMEN, JR.
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FREE TEST
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Dr. H. T. Hessig

Watch the
Label

ity;
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This label is
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you' send flowers,
that you buy the best.

UY
NANCE
&
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

$2.70

Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, Forrest Cavalry.
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Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations fQr

betore I left New York. One likes to
travel comfortably, you know. Very
well fitted up she is."
Jack sheeted from the doorway:
"Drummond, come up here and fling
overboard these loaded rifles. We
can't take any more chances.. I'm going to lock tip the ammunition nem
and take the key with me as a son"Excuse me, captain," said Drummond, who followed his friend, aud
presently bundles of rifles came Mattering doWn the side of the precipice,
plunging into the sea. The two then
descended the steps, Jack in front.
larummond following, with the governor between them.
"Now, governor," said Jack, "for the
second time I am to bid you farewell.
Here are the keys. If you accept them,
you must give me your word of honor
that the boat will not be fired upon. If
you do not 'promise that, I'll drop the
bench into the sea, and on your gray
bead be the consequences."
"I give Yinv my Word of honer that
you shall not be fired upon."
"Very well, governor. Here are the

$1.00
We would be
have you call
store and let us
this remarkable
you.

glad to
at our
explain
offer to

Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756. "

S. II. WINSTEAD
Drugglat
;Seventh tied Broadway.:
."
AL•wwWw
.

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

$2.70

WILLTA.H.S' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?,
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with'
,mire.
kidneys and bladder?
Have
you .
pains in loins, side, back, groins and •
bladder? Hate you a flabby appearance of the fare etteeciallr tin let
the eyes? If no, Wilitents' Kidney
Pills will cure you—at Druggists.
Price 50e.
Williams, Mfge Co., Props., Claysland. 0.

Santo'
Preparations
for

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

We have several good driving horses for elle at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and set them.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Livery and

$1.00
Now on sale at

State it foe
War Secretary.

Washington, D. C., Oct. 22.—Arthur Veterys, manager of the Taft,
boom, Is here seeing officials of the
'national committee, who have fizel
for a meeting if
December It and
the committee. "The future is very
'4014011.-091WPwil•P.W.keesaille',:"Vie are
N eely satisfied with the outlodk. Mr.'
Taft will get a solid and enthusiastic

delegation

from

Ohio."

Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway

Gand tea

Fourth Street and Kentucky

Anon,

inoorpo I egi

Miller Phone No. 77,

.A.gont fox original Allegratti

Bars.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

UNANIMOUS FOR TAFT.
Et-iiTybody iti the. But keye

hardiflig

11

House wiring, electric plants installed:
_
Complete machine shop.
133.534 N.Pourth St.

Phones 787
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ARE GIVEN OUT
Will

For all the Family Circle

Meet Several Heavy
Teams This Seasong=

Big Murray squad Will
• Here
Friday—They Average About
135 Pounds.
•
‘11ETROPOLIS' DATE CANCELLED

THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home,that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center in the hume. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
IRE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-souled. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism arid hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or wutuan who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments ail conducted by men and vomen of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

For Everybody in the Home

The Splendid New
Culleys vs. Murray, October 25.
Culleys vs. Paducah High school.
November 2.
Cul:4.y* vs. \Vest Kentucky, of Mayfield, November 8.
Culleys vs. South Kentucky College. Hopkinsville. November 15.
Culleys vs. picked team of Mayfield, November 28.

The Unwilling Hero
In Startling Acbaenture and
FaJcinating Mystery
A young man arrives in San Francisco at dusk. Ile knows
but one person in all that great city—a cousin, a man of his
own age. Within the hour the cousin is murdered and the
stranger is plunged into the midst of an intricate conspiracy.
Fate takes him by the hand. Luck points the way. Circumstances, blind, but relentless, rob him of his rightful name
and cheat him out of his identity. They make him the

Manager John Brooks. of the Colley football team, this morning announced dates of games for Paducah.
There will be five games before the
season closes, and he hopes to take a
majority of them, although his team
will go against odds in a 'majority of
the games.
Friday the Culleys will meet a
picked team from Murray
The Calloway county team will weigh about
equal to the locals. The West Kentucky college team. of Mayfield, will
weigh about even with the Culleys.
but the South Kentucky college team;
of Hopkinsville, will weigh 145. The
closing/ game will be played with a
picked team from Mayfield, weighing
ITO pounds. The Culleys average
135 pounds.
The Cul:eys have played but one
game this season, defeating the Higa
school team. They showed up fa-.
on their Vet and will put up a st:t1
fight against odds. Training is indulged In at night: all members of the
team being working boys. Handicapped in this way the team's showing is wonderful.
metrpoiis Game Off.
The foethail game scheduled between Metropolis and Paducah High
school squads will not be played on
account of the disbanding of the Illinois team.
Principal Sugg will continue making dates for games here and elsewhere until the close of the season
on Thanksgiving day. The boy a are
elated over their victory over Hopkinsville, and will play the Culley
team here on Nove.nber 2. They are
working hard to get into condition.
and hope to make a better showing
than in the initial game with the
Culley team.

•

champion of a cause he never heard of, the leader of conspirators he never saw and the lover of a girl he dreads to
win. Cunningly attacked by unknown assailants and as
cunningly guarded by unknown defenders, he is the storm
center of a dramatic and relentless struggle.
Both the reader and the hero are "blindfolded." Both
are quite as innocent of the past as they are ignorant of the
future. The present, full of mystery and adventure, is all
they can handle.

I3ut very gladly and together they fight
against an enemy unseen, with friends unknown, and for
Stakes undreamed of.
Those qualities, whatever they are, that in mystery most
fascinate us; that in adventure most charm us, are the
qualities that dominate the pages of

BLINDFOLDED
This wonderful story will be

OUR NEXT SERIAL
Do- not fail to read it. The opening chapters will
appear soon, and you will find it all that our advertisement promises.

—Have you seen the wonderful
results which have been achieved in
beautiful Gregory Heights by the
lavish use of money in permanent
improvem«nts? if not, don't fall to
attend the sale tomorrow. Street
cars free for all and you can get
your lunch on the grounds, which
will be served by a number of public
spirited ladies of the city who will
devote the proceeds to charity.
Judge--"Now. plaintiff, are you the
vendor or the vendee in this action'!"
Plaintiff—"I am the vendee—the per
son sold, my lord."—Pick-Me-Up

A Special Feature

Serial Story

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives--are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession,and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
oh ystery,love and strange adventuring kindles the interest IA
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,with stirring c limas,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Hattie Errninie Rivas
Author of Manna Geurearesses
sod The Cesiesw•y•
Masniftseatty illustrated by
A. S. WILNZALL

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

ElieHOME

A series of articles dealing in
the must iatimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
arid others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soup.

MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLAR:AyEAR

Short Stories

•

(A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENT
'
S'',
AMONG Till DLPARTMENTS IN Till HOSE MAGAZIN&
AU THILPOLLOWING
COMSAT
An art which requires emat studious and
gent application to be linon,. at ill hest. Stomp
ICCIOCS, accompanied by superior illustrations,
enable our readers to give constant variety and
charm to the home table.
Marian Harland, the greaten living authority, conducts this department.
HOUSISUILDING
This department constantly reflects the best
Ideas and experience ,f the whole country in
building comfortable, artistic, yet moderatepried homes
INTIPJOR
Genuinely he,ri A with timely suggestions of
Intense pith tu.ai ',slue. Mural decoration, rugs,
fvirniture, a, I the curreet arrangement a interiors, •ith • special view to COD•CMCDOC ass*
COMItart.

HOUSEILSILPING
The management of a 'bone* from cellar he
gair•t, with morn* mention of the thousand and
one labor saving dwelt..s sew being manufactured for the con•enievisa of the home-rasher,
whether the boas be of two or twenty rooms.
ILTL'Ill OR LANDSCAPE
=
ING
invaluable

for those lovers of nature who
wrould make their borne grounds attractive and
beautiful. Helpful to the amateur Swain and
interesting to every out.

Till IfICITAILL GOMM
Sinskeable articles dealing with gardesing os
a sows or city lot. What to vow and be.. to
grow it. Pitied with good ideas. Illustrated.
THE NOISE AND THE STAHL&
Illustrated articles by acknowledged sutler.
{tin.

POULTRY AND TM UNFURL
Pra.tical and helpful departments.— Miller'
Puryis, editor of Poultry, is one of the contrib.

By the best writers in the co intry appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome se nt im en t, good
humor and adventure,

Illustrations

titers.

PRACTICAL FASHIONS
Choice designs, illustrations and
descriptions carefully selected to give complete
aubacribera advance styles, practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders
prompt
sad
satisfactory aervne at a minimum coat.
11(
. 111=t
V sANp
luile
dev bcies that
pinDliW°11UL
t
even very
women can successfully accomplish.
The te
ll
ely qffered suggests something
that
amtals to
all interested to different types of Deevrork.
Mani AND HYMNS
The malting of strong, wel formed, perfectly
developed bodies, the value of exercise,
bathing, with spetial article-1i on the
care of the
e)es, nose, teeth and ears.
MAINLY AS04.T;PIOPLS
tertaintng stories in paragraphs of Amer:
lean men and women. Illustrated with
per.

All the departments arc fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tits
HUM& MACSAZINR, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy, Harrison Fisher, A. B. Wenzel!,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hatabidge,
etc., etc. 7
•

tr
VtlfS
ialits- AND ernavisws
What men and women of many vocations are
thinking, and saying, on the clue/trans of the
day.
&Wall
Ribes-Merrill novels, the mom
stories of America. appear as serials popular
before thew
publication in book for.:.
TIN CHOICEST SHORT STOOJRS
Humorous stories, love stories
stories
of business and adventure tlean, and
satisfying and delightful, and lots ofwholemeal',
them, will
appear in every number.
Till GUM* JAR
A mirth provoking, cheerful, smile-nuking,
exhilarating collintien of vagrant bits of wit
and humor, both ycnrng and old.

The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,tndianapolis,Ind.

This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE

IME

pox sop°

First Installment of This Story Saturday

DIED IN BUGGY

SULTAN OF SOUTH
CLOTHES

T. I% ILLOUGHBV. OE sli \RP. 11E41 \ I s
.tItI)II
EL. .t7.17.'s,
MA1041111.1,
lit
F ilt1'ES IN ',TATTLE.

Funeral of William Write, Well
.hts,,s‘o Illipo:Ase County Farmer,
Its Held Today.

Of Any Cost

"The Master Craltmanship'

One thing we distinctly aim at in this

Parry is Amand a Captain is killed.

Frerldi I ti.1.111111111II en
nit

bushed

business is that
T
The funeral of .1. T.
oct iibur IT he.w-a
ii
(if near Sharp, Marshal] ousit,. who
or. urred
died suddenly Sunday of heart tro.I- Ile first liii,.. het% Pen the forces of
.itiltan .11,(1111 El Aziz and Mutat Hafid
ble, was held yesterday a .11•;1110011
:
2 o'clock at the residence. Tli.• bur-1 pietender to the throne and known i
;is sulfan of the .south. The, latter
Sal WWI in Bethlehem ceroets-7y.
Mr. V1illoughby was i;:
a I old was oterwhelmingly victorious an i
of great importance as
and hat becn a auffstrer fi om h s-art, fh.. battle
to the strengthening sentiment of
tumble for some
.,sunda) he
started with his s,.)n o th.• resileMe favor of Mulai Hafid.
of Dr. H. N. Robqtson or medicine
Acrording to reports just received
and was It-ft -Seated in th ,• toigi;y by pretenders troops. Mulhal . Rachid
his son, who went in 10 procure the commanding, detested the Staten's
medicine. On returning 411p
boy tr.:ops and captured several pieces bf
found his father dead, hi hands still modern field artillery, together with
("aid Buitta Bagdani, commander-in holding the reins.
Surviving him are two tons, Edgar chief of all the Abdul Axis's forces.
and Boone Willoughby. lie was
The ambushing of a French rem
well known and highly rttspected res- noitering party while proceeding flee ,
ident of Marshall county.
(7asablanea in the direction of Tit
dell, resulting in the kil-ling of Cal
tam n Jandey and a private of Ott ,
Rhin. Funeral Today.
The funeral of Mt. William Rit:pe. Chaeurs De Afrique and the woutoi
of near Brookport, Ill.. vile held this Ing of several men will, it is thougi.•
morning at 11. o'clock. Those in result In a resumption of hostritte
attendance from Padtteah were Mr on part of the French troops coinHenry flaunter and family. Mrs. John manderi by General Drude.
Of tilsehlaeger and
Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Kirchoff. Jr.
---The Gregory Heights Company
•
are spending about $65.1100 su
—In a stetesuaRverthr4ng campaign =nen t improventeate
appiwri. ,‘„ibheIii
it,streets and sidewalks, the new stn.
,
-arline. beevy
"eidetstVir of &at
hi'fv
drain pipes. efc. These Improven..
—Special %ale on
all
millinery constitute an Immediate ratan et
Saturday. October 26. Mrs. H. Chap- your investment in the enhance
in, 216 Broadway.
ment of the value of the property.

every

Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* .* •• .• .• .•

man

who knows us, or who reads

get the idea
that this is *the store for
quality in merchandise.
our ads, shall

We'd a good deal rather be
known as the right place for
good stuff, than as a place
where you get low prices.
It's always easy to quote
prices; but it's what the price

buys that counts.
We
and we

sell Roxboro clothes;

want

you to know it;

we can't give you any better

standards than that; they're the
best clothes made.

evidence of our quality

Whatever you buy here 111
good; we intend it to be

LE.

THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this.ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
.•
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•

1155. Third St
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